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SWfTION I

OPERATIONS - SI(IFICANT ACTIVITIES

A. (U) Command. On 12 September bripadier General Henry J. Muller Jr.
departed the division. Effective 16 Septmber Brigadier General
James C. Smith assumed duties as assistant division cmmander
(support) and on 28 September Brigadier General John J. Henneesey
arrived at Camp Eagle and assumed his duties as assistant division
eoma ider (operations).

B. (C) Operations.

1. The division continued its policy of coordination and cooperation
with the lst Division (ARVN) and Thus& Thien Province forces in the
conduct of all operations. Throughout the period, means were sought
to expand both ARVN and province troop participation in division
operations. See Inclosure 1, Joint US/GVNI Operations Summary.

2. The chronological sequence of combat operations for the
period 1 August - 31 October 1969 is as follows:

a. Operation KUTUCKY JUHP3 (1 March - 14 August 1969)- a
division-wide operation- continued to ccclusion during the reporting
period. The primary missions of the operation were: to seek out and
destroy VC/NVA forces; t.- interdict enemy base areas and infiltration
routes; to detect, capture or destroy local Viet Cong infrastructure
and their sympathizers; disrupt the routes of supply between the rice
producing lowlands and population centers, and muntain base emps;
and support the Thua Thien Province Accelerated Pacification Program.
In addition, the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) in cooperation
and coordination with ARVN/GVN forces in the division area of operations
continued to conduct combined operations throughout Thu& Thien Province,
to increase the effectiveness and professionalism of these forces.
The followi:g brigade operations were a part of the overall division
operation during tin reporting period: CAMPBEL STRUM and MNMOMY
RENDEZVUS.

(1) Operation CAMPBEIL STRSAM (13 July - 13 August 1969).

(a) Task organization:

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR U AITIVALS;
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2d Brizwle Control ?P 2-5)01 Inf 54th ARVX Regiment

2-327 Irnf 2-501 Inf 1-54 ARVN %
2-502 In! Cj3-5 Armored Caw 3-54 ARVN in
1-327 Inf (27 July - 8 Aue) P/12 Arty (ARVN)
2-506 Inf (-) (26 July - 14 Aug)
C/2-17 Caw
1-321 Arty (DS)
9/326 Ned 2&pgrtint Forees
C/3:'6 Engr
Spt Ta, 501 Sig A & C/2-11 Arty
2d F3s= A/1-4O Arty
TA, 121 M A & B/6-33 Arty
2/265 MC 2-138 Arty
47th Inf Plt (Scout Dog) A & B/2-94 Arty
2/101 P Co D/2-32D Arty
34 PI Dot C/2-319 Arty
TACP 20 TASS
C/1o 1 A4B

(b) Operation CAMPEILL SMRSA continued to conclusion during the
reporting period. Reconnaissance in fo.ce and detailed search operations
vere ccwvducted in the Bach Ma reg~ion, southern Phu toe ant northern

Hiem Duc Districts and the wstern portion of the iephant Valley to
destroy the 4th NVA Regiment. Light nemy contact was encountered duing
the reporting period as enemy elesonts avoided allied operations in
the area. Results of the operation were: 58 KIA, 6 PW, 57 imeividtul

ind 10 cre-saervd weapons captured. Priendly casualties were 1.1 killed
an 14 wounded.

(2) Operation NDNTGOO3tT RSMMWUS (8 June - 14 Aug1st 1969).

(a) Task orgaLnization for reporting period:

1-327 Inf (8-14 Aug) 3d Brijmde Control
1-506 In! (-)

B/2-506 Inf
T3- Armored Cy Plt/B/1-0 6 Inf

Scty Plt
Co/3-iR7 Inf A/2-17 Car (DS)
Plt/C/2-34. Armor 2-319 Arty (M)

B/326 Nng Bin M )

TACP 2D TASS
1-3 ARVN Bn 3d PSSE
2-3 ARVN Bn
3-7 ARVw Cav (APC)
C/12 Arty CQNHQI DNTI,a L
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3d A&VN Reximent

Hoe Bon C o

(b) Operation MDNTr("Y o ont'olled by the 3d Bripade
in conjunction with the 3d Rer .. ment, -1t r!",sion (AMY), continued
operations aainst NVA forces ir the h vdh grotad to the east of the
A Shau Valley (vicinity FB Airborne) and north of the Rao 1,0o Valley
a-nd along Route 547. Sporadic contact wta. made throughout the reporting
period as infantry and armored caval7y inits continued reoinaisan, e
in force operations in assigned AO's. 1-5 Cavalry Squadran'e n w't
defensive positin (YC3XS982) was engaged by an estimated tan ammy
on 4 August. The enemy was engaged with artilry, small arms, 9)m,
.50 caliber, ar4 a "Spooky, aircraft. k fIrst light check of the area
revealed rne NVA killed, and four inrivt; i arn" tw crew-er-ved
weapons captured. 1-327 Infantry engaged and killed ten WVA and
destroyed a motar position (vAc !C3119) while conducting reconnaissance
in force operations west of ?B C',.rrahee on 10 August. Results of the
operation ware: 390 KIA, 10 PW, 185 individual and 43 cre-seved
weapons captw-ed. Friendly losses were: 56 killed and 179 wounded.

(3) On 14 August, 1st Brigade, with attached units, was released
OPCON from the Americal Division an" closed at the division base caqps.
Standdcwn and refitting operations were conducted by 1-501 and 1-502
Infantry in preparation for future operations with the 2d Brigade.

(4) Cu.uative totals for Operation KENTLUKY JUMPM:

(a) !hen, losses:

Total KIA: 1675

Captured: 41

Individual weapons: 1612

Crew-eezrv weapons: 185

Rice: 61.19 tons

Vehicles: 43

SA amunition: 805,021

3
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CS amuniton: 32,139

(b) Priendly lossest

US KIA: 391

US WIAi 2103

b. Operation RIC.LMD 9',UARN (15 August - 28 Septemer 1969)- a
division-wide operation- began and tarminated durlng the reporting
period as the 1Ost Airborne Division (irmobile) continmed combined
airmobile operationr to defeat VC/NVA main farces and infrastructure;
conducted reconnaissance and surveillance; continued ia'terreiction of the
A Shau Valley; and assisted Govermient of Vietnam forces to esume
a greater responsibility for combat and pacification operations within
the diiision AO. The following brigade operations were a part of the
overall division operation during the reporting period: CtBUJLAI0
THUND3, CLAMIU CHIMr, and LOUISIANA LES.

(1) Operation CmMEARAD THJIMD (18 August - 2 Septmbr 1969).

(a) Task organisation:

1-327 In let Brisade Control
2-327 Inf
2-502 Inf B/2-17 Cav

2-320 Arty (DS)
Suiortim orces A/326 Inid (DS)

B/10l A4 (M)
A/2-11 Arty Spt To, 5D1 Sig
B/2-138 Arty It Fe
A/1-83 Arty A/326 Mod
A/4-77 Arty B/801 )'.aint

Plt/426 s&s
3d ARVN Regiment 'IC lt Bd*

Tm, 101 MI Dot

3 -3 ARVW &1 42 Inf Plt (Scout Do)
TACP 20 TASS

(b) Operation CMBELAND TRMlI'D was initiated as a combined
airmobile operation by the lt Bripade in coordination with the 'd
ARVN Realment to locate and destroy forces, installations, eauipment
and supplies of the 5th FVA Regiment. Contact during the operation

4
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was light and sporadic, primarily initiated by friendly troops engaging

enemy trail watchers, snipers and rice rathering parties. Enemy initiated
contacts were indirect fire attacks or allied positions, small delaying
actions and sabotage of the Hue-Da Nang Railroad. As allied operations
intensified, the enemy withdrew south out of the Ist Brigade AO and west
into Laos, thus reducing their efforts to !.ther rice and support from
the populated areas of southern Thua Tiier Province. The operation, though
it did not locate or destroy the 5th lTVA Reviment, did indicate the lack
of large groups of enemy forces operaAing Ln the 1st Brigade area of
operations. Results of the operation were: 83 YIA, 1 !V, 35 individual
and 3 crew-served weapons captured. Fri6ndly los3es were one killed
and 25 wounded.

(2) Operation CLAIBORNE CHUTE (15 Augist - 28 September 1969).

(a) Task organization:

1-501 Inf Supovrting Forces
1-502 Inf

2-501 Inf A/6-33 Arty
2-506 Inf A/2-138 Arty

2-94 Arty
2d Brizade Control B/1-83 Arty (25 Sep - 28 Sep)

0/183 Arty (25 Sep - 28 Sep)
1-321 Arty (DS)

3-5 Cav 1st ARVN Reimzent
C/2-17 Cav (DS)
B/326 Med
C/326 E (DS)
Spt Tin, 501 Sig
2d FSSE
Tm, 101 MI Det
2/26 5 RM
47 Inf Plt (Scout Dog)
34 PI Det
TACP 20 TASS
B/lS AHB

(b) Operation CLAIBORNE CHUTE was targeted against elements of the
5th and 6th NVA Regiment, and elements of the 7th Front which were
believed to be in 9ie rocket belt, and former base areas 114 and 101.
Sporadic contact was made throughout the operation as 2d Brigade elements
conducted several successful ambushes in the lowlands (See Page 9),
reconnaissance in force operations in the rocket belt and canopy, and

5
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responded to intelligence information obtained from Hoi Chanhs.
Information gained from two Hoi Chanhs on 18 September led elements
involved in the operation to a large weapons cache and a mass
grave. On 18 September ARP/C/2-17 Cavalry, responding to intelligence
information provided by a Hoi Chanh, discovered a weapons cache
(vic YD388280) containing 28 individual and 6 crew-served weapons,
in addition to 15 cases of AK-47 ammunition. On the following day
elemente of 1-502 Infantry, while searching out the area of the
previous day's contact, discovered the remains of approximately 250
persons missing since TIM 1968. Results of the operation worst 34 KI1,
2 PW, 70 individual and 5 crew-cerved weapons captured. Friendly
losses were 3 killed and 33 wounded.

(3) Operation LOUISIANA LEE (15 August - 28 September 1969).

(a) Task Organization:

1-506 Infl2-3 Inf (ARVN) 3d Brigade Control

1-506 Inf (-) BA-506 Inf
2-3 Inf (APVN) (-) Scty Plt

A/2-17 Cay (DS)
37-1$7 nf 2-319 Arty (0)

B (-)/326 Nn (05)
3-187 Inf (-)Go5 AHB (DS)
C/2-34 Armor (-) TACP 20 TASS

Spt Tm, 501 Sig
TP 3-5 Cay 3d FSSS

TM, 101 I
3-5 Cay 58 Inf Plt (Scout Dog)
B/3-187 In! 3/265 MC
1/D/3-187 Inf
1/C/2-34 Armor 3d ARVN Regiment

TF 2-7 Cay (ARVN) C/12 Arty (ARVN)

2-7 Armored Cav
2/2-3 In! (ARVN)

(b) Operation IDUISIANA LEE was initiated by the 3d Brigade and
3d Regiment, let Division (ARVI), which conducted combined airmobile
and armored reconnaissance in force operations in the A Shau and Da
Frong Valleys to destroy enemy forces, interdict enemy lines of
communications, locate and destroy enemy caches, deny the enemy

6
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access to these valleys and provide security for Route 547. As the
operation comenced the enemy assumed a defensive posture and avoided
contact with friendly units. Durinp the course of the operation the
enemy continued to avoid contact and adopted defensive and evasive
tactics i.e., trail watchers, reconnaissance tea and small harassine.
forces. In addition, the enemy employed indirect fire attacks aeainst
3d Brigade fire bases in the A Shau Valley and a sapper attack aainst
the 3d Brigade forward CP at FB Berchtesgaden (See PagelO). During
the latter part of the operation, 3-187 Infantry was committed to
the northern A Shau Valley (FB Erskine, TB Cunningham area) to check
the area which had been used by the enemy as a staging and way station
for numerous enemy elementa during infiltration into South Vietnam.
Elements were inserted and one company encountered CS type agent
and small arms fire on one LZ. The remainder of the operation yielded
no significant contact but units foumd numerous signs of recent
activity. Enemy losses during the operation were: 67 KIA, 3 PW,
14 individual and 19 crew-earved weapons captured. Friendly losses
were 7 killed and 34 wounded.

(4) Cumulative totals for Operation RICHLAND SOUARN

(a) Eewy losses:

KIA: 184

Captured: 6

Individual weapons: 150

Crr-eerved weapons: 27

Rice: 2.73 tons

Vehicles: 9

SA amunitiont 65,818

CS &mitions 4,193

(b) Friendly losses:

US KIA: 11

US WIA: 92

7
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c. Operation RPUBLIC S)UAE (29 September - continuing)- a division-
wide operation- was initiated at the termination of Operation RICLADJ1
SQUA and Continued through the reporting period. The pimary missions
of the operation ares the redeployment of eleents into the lowlands
to Protect and increase security efforts against VC/KVA/VCI; reconaissAnce
and surveillance operations in the piedont and rocket belt in reaction
to hard intelligence, information and en=7 caches; screening of the
redeployment of the 3d Marine Division; and participation in the Thus
Thien Province Accelerated Pacification Program. Subordinate brigade
and battalion operations are: NORTON PALLS and SATURATE. Cummilative
results of Operation RVUBULC hjjAR as of 31 October were- 126 KIA,
12 PW, 88 individual and 4 crew-egrved weapons captured. Friendly
losses were: 15 US killed and 69 (63 evacuated) wounded.

(1) Operation NORTON FALLS (29 September - continuing).

(a) Task organizationt

1-506 W 3d Brigade Control
2-506 Inf

2-319 Arty (0)
2d ARN Hexi"t (-)/326 Vgr (DS)

3d ?SSE
2-2 A VN Bn Ta, 101 H Det (Us)

SPt Ta, 501 Sig ()
58 Inf Plt (Scout Dog)
TACP M TASS
3/265 WCC/2-34 Armor(-

(b) Operation NORTON FALLS (29 September - continuing) was initiated
by the 3d Brigade in conjunction with the 2d Regiment, let Division (ARVN)
in 0uan4 Tri Province to find, fix and destroy enep forces, base areas,
with Primary emphadis On screening and quick reaction operations west and
northwest of st Brigade, 5th Division (Mechanized) area of operations
in support of the redeployment of the 3d Marine Division (-). On 2
October 1-506 Infantry and 2-506 Infantry air assaulted into multiple
LZ's and established CP's at FB Shrapnel (D876593) and LZ Scotch (XD91562).
Z nW contact throughout the reporting period was sporadic, consitini of
indirect and harassing fire attacks on allied positions. On 15 October,
the reconnaissance platoon 2-506 Infantry engaged an NVA squad with
mall ams. A sweep of the drea revealed five NVA killed and an eaual

number of individual weapons captured. Results of Operation NOWRTN FALLS
as of 31 October were: 57 KIA, I W, 19 individual and 1 crew-served
weapons captured. Friendly losses were: 5 US killed and 21 US (19

8
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evacuated) wounded. /

(2) Operation SATLRATE (5 October .ontinuinp).

(a) Tank or anization:

US Forces Rr~int

1-27 Inf __, IRWN Regiment
3 plts, 32b Engr Dn

Sector Forces
itth Rier Assault Group

142 RF Co '. t-i River Ass:iult Group
1L 4 RF Co .,.,n.,r Trvik Force Clearwater
179 RF Co N-tional Police
955 RF Co id Combined Action Group
7th RF Co Mobile CI"
128 RY Co
155 RF Co

(b) Operation SATURATE was initiated c.:r 5 October with 1-327
Infantry working in conjunction with ARVN/Thua Thien Sector forces
to support cordon and saturation operations in Phu Thu District.
The primary missions of the operation are: systematic destruction
of all bur1rs, caches and enemy elements; construction of security
posts and communications routes; and support of Thua Thien Province
pacification goals. Due to inclement weather and flooding in the
lowlands, the operation was postponed until 5 October. On 6 October,
during sweep operations, C/1-327 Infantry observed eight VC -.itting
on top of a hut (YD867190). The enery force was engaged with small
arms fire, but did not return the fire. A sweep of the area revealed
1 VC KIA, 7 PW, and 7 individual weapons captured. Results as of 31
October were: 7 VC KIA, 7 VC PW, 15 individual weapons captured and
no friendly casualties.

3. Other significant activities.

a. Night operations. "The High Price of Rice." This key phrase
has been the slogan of the division's night opelations. The eiployment
of ambushes extensively throughout the coastal plains and piedmont
regions of Thua Thien Province, specifically along suspected enemy lines
of communications, he.s severely hampered the enemy's attempts to zather
food from the heavi,y populated lowlands. The ambushes have exacted

9
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a heavy toll in ane'." killd i. t~a y ,t.t:i to reach the rice
producing lowlands. Notvworthy example-i w re those conducted by
elements of 2-506, 3-187, and :.-37 T'h.antry 8attalions. On 7
September C/2-506 Infantry initiated an a.rnbn,3h rive kilomters south
of Camp Rvans engnging an estL&r'e,i '. '; ., killing six and capturing
four individual weapons, A swep th o morning revealed an
additional wounded VC/NVA. On 12 Octob :r ., .A.2-327 Infantry, five
kilometers east of F1iromahawk eniaed' 6-*J, VC " lth small arms fire
killing four and capturing three iidL-vidual wI.znons, in addition to
100 pounds of rice, On 14 Oct.obr /B/>. 7 Ifantry, four kilometers
northwest of Carp Evans, engage d -35 WA n. vi7ig wtet to east, The eneoy
returned small a-ms wcd 'PG fire and fled. WMile conducting a sweep
of the area, friendly elemients r-c i~'~.:dJtlonal RPG rounds from 300
meters to the north. Five NVA wers .L . and one prisoner of war
was captured, in addition t tlweo indvl and cve crew-served
weapons.

b. Sapper attacks on division .rIrs bases. During the early
morning of 24 August, FB Berchteega4mi, location of the 3d Brigade
forward CP, was attacked by an unkrown size enemy sapper force. The
attack was initiated prematurely due to the comencement of a "id
minute" at 0320H, fifteen minutes after a previous mad minute.
Immediate contact was made by bunkers located on the southwest side
of the perimeter and manned by men of Coarpany B, 1-506 Infantry.
Throughout the night intensive artillery, kRA, ard USAF "Spooky"
gunship fire was brought to bear upon the attacking enemy force.
The nemy force employed mortar fire later in the night killing
three US. Contact ceased at 1616H. Artillery, ARA, and airstrikes
were continuously employed on suspected enemy mortar firing sites and
routes of withdrawal. A sweep of the perimeter the following morning
revealed 31 enemy killed, 8 RPG launchers, and 6 AK-47's. Friendly
losses during the attack were three US killed and eight wounded.

4. Enemy losses during the reporting period:

Contacts KIA KBA KBAA PW IWC CSWC Grain - Tons

August 348 195 19 46 6 135 29 .8830

September 186 99 18 30 2 83 12 1.1445
October 263 1 8 2 U _ 1 __A505

Total 797 413 45 109 21 -305 45 7.0845

10
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Amkun ition
Demo- Lbs Doe - Lbs SA CS Vehicles

August 507.00 29.65 21,,045 3,974 8

Septmber 25.75 293.00 P6,510 684 0

October 57. 16.85 6,021 _15 0

Total 590.09 339.50 118,576 5,473 8

5. Friendly losses during the reporting period:

August 51 KIA 290 WIA

September 9 KIA 153 WIA

October 25 KIA 92 WIA

Total 85 KIA 535 WIA

6. G3 air activities for the months of August, September, and
October 1969 included:

a, Close air support sorties flown in the division AO during the
months of August, September, and October 1969:

August September October Sub-total

Preplanned sorties 532 290 209 1,031

Imediates 215 53 46 314

Combat sky spots 293 186 268 747

Flareshipe 2 10 8 20

Spooky (gunships) 6 3 2 , 11

Total sorties 2,123

b. Tactical air, dropping 958 tons of bombs and 57 tons of napalm,
destroyed 783 bunkers, damaged 79 bunkers, destroyed 191 military
structures, dimaged 15 military structures, caused 182 secondary explosions,
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created 257 secondary firms, and derctrk-e ? ozket sites. nemy
tr ansportatoa was hirdered by ta,:*i-al a!- wher RP9 meters of roads
were cut, 3 foot tridges, 2 vethiculr rr 4geo, &nd 1 truck and 2 sampans
were destroyed. 32 VC/NVA were k11i a, a reult of tactical air.

c. Thezs were 39 B52 strikes vat.i:' tn, i!-'"sion AO durtn, the
reporting period.

C. (C) Training.

1. The division airmobility scpi o lvr.t r h1 the Lhi1t Avlation
Qroup was conducted twice during the rer-.r;- period. Attendance at the
class presented on 5-6 September was 57 tersotel. inrluding representatives
from XXIV Crrp3, 34 Marire I)-v'.siun. " th Mttri-ne Air riroup, and 173d
Airborne Brigades. On 17-18 October 45 persorei attended i he school
including representatives from 173d Airborne Brigade, let Brigade, 5th
Infantry Division (Mech), 3d Squadron, 5th Cavalry, and lst Battalion,
77th Armor. Because of operational commitments, personnel of the 3d
Brigade could not attend the classes on .7-18 October. On 26 October
a special class was presented at the brigade C? fcar officers of the
3d Brigade.

Designated to familiarize selected personnel with the capabilities
and limitations of the division's aviation assets, the school continues
to provide general guidance for the proper utilization of aircraft in a
combat environment.

2. On 15 September, the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) Sniper
School commenced operation. The school is 16 days in length and is
capable of training 30 per class. The course provides unit commnders
with well trained marksman capable of engaging targets at extended small
arms ranges. To date two classes have been graduated and a third is in
progress,

3. During the period of this report a battalion refresher training
period was initiated. Under the program all infantry battalions arerelieved of operational requir-ments on a rotating basis for sever, days

and nduct a minimum of 60 hours of training during that period. brphasis
is placed on tactical training, weapons training, and the conduct of
airmobile operations. Additionally during this period, maneuver elements
of the battalions become 100% rappel qualified.

4. in addition to conducting replacement training and the combat
leaders course, the Screaming Eagle Replacement Training School instituted
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a conmtat commanders course durinp tht re; frtin, period. This three day
course is directed towitrd providing company rade officers with suf.icInit
background to successfully lead a pi,-i on or company In combat. %phasin
in the course is placed on tactical oF.ritor': and the planning and
utilization of available support. In abditto, replacemnt training was
expanded from five to six days in order to provide mre training In
patrolling and ambushes.

5. Reciprocal mobile tralning was cortn-, -d in the d.4viion with
amphasis placed on training of RF/PF unite,. in addition to formal -

training, combined operations with ARVtK/F/P? units are conducted daily0
This program has been instrumental in increaning the proficiancy of all
participating units.

D. (C) Chemical.

1. Gmeral. During August, September, and October, the 101st
Airborne Division (Amobile) Chemical Section with operational control
of the 20th Chemical Detachnent (CERC) (APN) and the 10th Chemical
Platoon (DS) (Separate) continued its program of chemical combat support.

2. Operations. During the reportinp period, the division chemical

section with attached units accomplished the following:

Tpe Mission Number of Missions Amotmt

Airborne personnel detector 112 N/A

Tactical CS 38 237 KI59R2, and 499
M'7.4,3 grenades

Flame drops 48 492 drumt.

Aerial defoliation 21 8115 gallons

Ground defoliation 5 850 Fallons

Fougasse emplacements 86 641 positions

PFT inspection/servicing N/A 25/17

Protective mask inspections N/A 6L41

Troops showered N/A 775
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Ty2e Mission "ifther of YMisz3ions Amount

Bunk-er seeding 1 120 grenades

3. The 20th Chemical Detachn nt w! plared in direct support of the
3d Brigade throughout the month of October. The detachment was tasked
with the mission of providing airborne perwrmel detector support,
tactical CS drops and flame drops in suppcrt of 3d Brigade combat
operations. The detachment was au nmted by a f lme team and bunker
seeding team from the 10th Chemical Platoo3, These personnel repaired
and serviced flame throwers and seeded caves and bunkers with CS.
Placing chemical personniel in direct support of a brigade for a
specific operation proved to be a very affective means of integrating
chemical support for combat operations.

E. (C) Intelligence.

1. Enemy situation. During the reporting period, the following
information was compiled on the enemy situation.

a. At the beginning of the reporting period, the local force

companies were moderately active in their respective districts and had
the following strengths: C113 and C114 (possibly combined), 110; C115,
50; C116, 20; C117, and C118 (possibly combined), 40-60; and C119
disbanded. The Phu Loc Armed Battalion had an estimted strength of
250 men. A PW captured 11 July stated that the 5th }NA Regiment had
recently received reinforcements. This statement his been corroborated
by several n's during this reporting period. Several intelligence
sources indicate that the 5th NVA Reriment base area was SW of Leech
Island. The 5th Regiment's strength was about iOO. The 4th NVA
Regiment, with a strength of approximately 900 men, continued to operate
in its traditional base area in Phu Loc District and continued to evade
contact as Operation CAMPBEL STREAM moved into its final phase. The
29th and 803d Regiments, with about 2 200 men each, were believed to be
located in Base Area 611 west of the A Shau Valley. The 806th Battalion,
6th N'VA Regiment, was located in the vicinity of YD3310. Other 6th
NVA Regiment forces were unlocatedo Elements of the 7th Front continued
to operate in the vicinity of former Pase Area 101, in Ouang Tri Province,
with a strength of about 3.800 personnel.

b. Enemy activity during the month of August remained at a moderately
high level with the enemy increasing the number of rocket attacks on
que City and major allied installations in the lowlands. On 24 August
FB Berchtesgaden received a combination mortar, RP, SA fire and sapper
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attack from an U/I sapper element. The results of this attack were
3 KIA, 18 UWA, 31 NVA IA, 1 IW, and 8 CM. An elsment of
the 6th NVA Regiment was believed responsible for the attack, possibly
the K12 Sapper Battalion.

c. The death of 4o Chi Minh (3 September 1969), a tbree day cease
fire (8-i September), and sporadic monsoon rains produced a decrease
in aieq activity as enae initiated contacts dropped from 20) in August
to 61 in September. Allied units continued operations in the rocket belt,
the Phu Loc Muntains, the Ruong Ruong Valley, and the A Shau Valley area
but the enwmy avoided contact. The most significant contact occurred in
southern Ouang Tri (P) on 25 September, 4ka NE of PB Jerome, when the
4th Battalion, lot ARVN Regiment engaged an uknown site enes frarce with
mall arms fire, which resulted in 19 anemy KIA, 6 I , and 4 CSW.

d. During the month of October, the record rainfall restricted allied
operations in the -canopy. The 3d Brigade conducted Operation NNT M FALLS
in northwestern Quang Tri (P), while acting as a screening force for
the 3d Marine Division's withdrawal. 3d Brigade farces engaged esew
forces several time, accounting for over 50 ene killed. In Thua
Thien (P) enexy activity was generally moderat4 to light. There were two
major incidents. On 3 October Cam Evans received 3xl22 rockets
resulting in two damaged huts. On 27 October AItY artillery and ground
forces accounted for 28 end killed at YD378268# 2ka NX of FB O'Reilly.
Your 120sm -ortars were captired in the contaet. Docuents indicated
the enoW force belonged to the 935 Artillery Battalion, 6th NVA Regiment.

e. On 7 August 1969 at YD223203 AIVN forces captured a notebook
which belonged to U. General Le Trung Tin, CO of MWTTM. The docuaent
contained a description of Tin's visit to 4anoi in April and May 1969
and now instructions for conduct of the war in MRWH. The notebook.
revealed that the enem expects an agreement (possibly a ceasefire) to
be signed near the end of this year (1969). General Tin received
instructions to enlarge military strengthe and political organisations
in the lowlands and prepare supplies for an offensive once an agreement
is in sight. A recent agent report stated that the enei has been working
at resupplying for the past three months without rest, just as they had
done before TV, 1968. Several recent PWs and Hai Chanhe have confirmed
the fact that the 439th Infiltration Croup (400 men) arrived in southern
Thus Thien (P) in May 1969 and after 3 to 4 month training, was integrated
into the units of the 5th NVA Regiment.

f. By 31 October 1969, the local force companies had reinforced and
increased the levels of activity in their respective districts with the
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following tren'ths: C113, 100 (v:, Th;,Q 'AL4, .0 (renextly
reinforced, located vic YD ,40); Cil' , V, (vL v D'91); C116, 20
(presently in the canopy, unlocated): rnu Vknp npcial Action Unit

(C117 and ClIP), 10 (unlocated). Tre Phu Lo( Armwid Battalion had
a strength of approximately 250 rcn openrqi-r 1, tN3 Phu Loc Mountains.
The 4th NVA Regiment continued to opew-at% in the Phu Loc Mountains
(Z00394). The 5th NVA Regiment was deployed in its traditional fashion
with the 810th Infantry Battalion (vi% Y6015), A04th Infantry Battilion
(vic YD9495), and the K32 Rocket Artiliery Battalion (unlocated) forward
west of the "rocket belt", and the Chi Thua I and II Sapper Battalions
probrbly located near the regimentalNQ near the laetian border. The

29th and 803d Regiments were believed to be in the vicinity of eastern
Base Area 11 in Laos (YC2998) west of the A Shau Valley. The 6th NVA
Regiment in a significant redeployment moved elements closer to the
Phong Dien (D) lowlands (vie YD3625). The 7th Front continued to operate
west or former Base Area 101 in southern OuanR Pri (P) (vic Y2D)30).

g. In the B5 (ENZ) Front, at the end of the r6porting period, the
level of enemy activity remained moderately high with elements of the
246th NVA Regiment deployed south of the DMZ in western Quang ri (P)
(XD9064). The 84th NVA Artillery Battalion remained near the central
DIZ. Elements of the 27th NVA Regiment and the 31st NVA Regiment
continued to operate south of the MU in central and eastern Oumng Tri
(P). The 9th Regiment, 304th Division was active in the central D4Z
area but was believed to have redeployed north of the MZ during October.
The 126th Naval Sapper Training Regiment was located northeast of the
Cua Viet River in Quang Binh (P), NVN (vie vYD)90).

2. Viet Cong infrastructure activities.

a. August 1969 witnessed a sharp decrease in reported VCI activity
and a sharp increase in friendly initiated military operations. Indications
are that allied operations in the lowlands kept the VC/NVA off balance
and prevented them from massing their forces for large scale offensive
operations. Operation CAMPBELL STREAM pushed the 4th NVA Regiment out
of the Phu Loc (D) area deep into the mountains of Thua Thien (P). An
operation conducted by the ist Battalion, 54th ARVN Regiment, RF's, and
PF's during 16-24 August 1969, curtailed an enemy buildup in southern
Phu Thu (D).

(1) During the month ofAugust, VCl eliminations decreased sharply
with 22 eliminations. Five of these eliminations were considered
significant by MACV reporting standards. The reason for the decrease
appears to be the lack of targeting on the part of the individual DIOCC's,
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and the lack of VCI activity in tho lc-lVnds.

(2) The following is a table of VC1 inctJanta by district for the
month of August 1969:
District FINVECON T jt -ht, Ki sass Terr Total

Phong Dien 3 2 5

Huong, Dien 1 1 2

Ouang Dion 1 1 2

4uong Tra 3 1 5
H 1

,.uong Thuy 2 1 1 1 5

Phu Vang 0

Phu Thu 1 12

Phu Loc 5 1 1 1 8

Vinh Loc 0

Rue 2 2

Nam Hoa 0

Total 16 4 1 6 1 1 2 31

(3) During the month of August there were 101 contacts in the lowlands.
Of these contacts 31 were eneo initiated and 70 friendly initiated.

(4) PW's and ralliers disclosed that there was a 28-man platoon of
the C2 Company, 804th Battalion, 5th Regiment, operating in central Phu
Thu (D). It is believed that this pl3-toon is both advising the Phu Vang
Special Action Unit and also operating militarily as a separate unit.

(5) Rice parties of the 800th Infantry Battalion and K35 Artillery
Battalion o the'6th NVA Regiment appeared to have moved into northern
Phong Dien (D). A PW from the K35 Artillery Battalion captured on 1?
August 1969 at YD5916 stated that his unit was suffering from a rice
shortage. Another PW stated that the K35 Artillery Bttalion and C113
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local farce ompany were working together with the mission of collecting

rice.

b. During the month of Seprtbr, VCI related activity increased
as the oeny atteapted to obtain as muwh of the fall rice harvest as
possible. Contacts in the lowlands also increas'ed sharply as allied
forces interdictol eneq rice and inf..tratioI routes* Propa nnda
stressing LI troop withdrawals increased slgificantly.

(1) During the month of September, thre were 145 VCI eliminations
with 64 of these being reportable. 'T*ri Increased eliminations were
caused by the increase of activity ir, the lowiands durinr the fall
rice harvest.

(2) The following is a table of VCI inciderts by district for
the month of S.ptmbe5 1969t

Ditic INW Pand Sbtq Inte Kidn AwsTarr Toa

Phang Dion 7 1 8

Qang Dim 3 3

Huang Dien 1 1

Huong Tra 10 3 13

Hung Thu 1 3 3 30

Phu Vang 1 1

Phu Thu 1 1 1 3

Phu LoC 15 6 1 22

Vinh Lcc 0

Hue 1 1

N= F&1 1

Total 36 15 0 6 0 1 2 63

(3) During September there were 94 contacts in the lowlands. Of these
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contact:, 2S were enemf initiated and 69 friendly initiated.

(4) Rice parties from ulemrits of the 6th YVA Reizimet continued to
operate in the Phong Dien District lowlands in close conjunction with the
CI-1 local rorce company. On 6 Septerber, two sauads of the C/2-506
Infantry observed 80-120 NVA waiklnv ?lonp a trail vicinity !D5,X)26:,
confirming the presence of major NVA elements .n the area.

(5) During September, the fall ric:e harvest, which bevam about 20
August 1969, was almost i-omplet,!d. About 85"0 (i.,500 hectares) of the
rice had been harvested. In the Fcutnern districts, 90-95% of the rice,
and in the northern districts of Phcng Diem, 4wKng Diem, and Quang Dien,
about 60% of thi rice had teen harrve~e*d. Typhoon Doris caused an
estimated 3% damage to the rize crop.

c. VCI activity for the month of October decreased sharply in
comparison with September. This was probably caused by allied operations,
but it must also be noted that more stringent criteria were employed
by UIV Corps for verification of VC1 incidents. Most of the incidents
involved rice collection and propaganda; a few intelligence collection
and terrorism incidents were noted.

(1) During the month of October 19 new VCI were identified and 8
eliminated. The decrease in eliminations may have been caused by the
lack of VCI activity in the lowlands.

(2) The following is a table of VCI incidents by district for the
period 1-23 October 1969:

District FIN/ECON Px!d Sbtx Intel Kidn Assaess Terr Total

Phong Dien 6 3 2 1 12

Quang Dien 0

Huong Dien 0

Huong Tra 7 7

Hucing Thuy 0

Phu Vang 0

Phu Thu 0
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Distct FINLBC f - t I n t o KIdn Aseasn Terr Total

Phu Loc 14 14

Vinh Le- 0

4ue 0

Nam 'oa 0

Total 27 3 0 2 0 0 1 33

(3) There were 136 contacts in t1pe lcwlards during the month of
October. Of these contacts, 28 were enu Initiated and 108 friendly
initiated.

3. 02 air.

a. During this quarter the Imagery Interpretation (II) Section,
101st Military Intelligence Detachment completed their move to Phu Bai
and have increased toe photo reconnaissance capability of the division.
They are currently in the process of establishing both an infrared (IR)
and SLAR groun data terminal (GDT). These GT' s will enable the division
to take quicker action on all SLAR and IR missions.

b. Also during the quarter, the G2 air section was divided to form
a new section, G2 ground surveillance. The ground surveillance section
assumed responsibility for all ground surveillance activities to include
ground surveillance radars, anti-intrusion devices, and unattended
ground sensors, with 02 air retaining aerial recmaissance and surveillance
assets.

4. G2 ground surveillance.

a. On 25 September 1969, staff responsibility for ground surveillance
radars dnd sensos was transferred from G2 air to the newly organized
G2 ground surveillance section.

b. Sears.

(1) The division sensor platoon was organized with an assigned strength
of threa officers and 30 enlisted personnel. In addition,' one sensor
officer and one enlisted man have been assigned to each bripade. The
total assigned strength for sensor personnel in the division is six officers
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and 33 enlisted men. All officerg arl X) enlisted in are school trained.
The remaining 13 non-school tratnsd enlited personnel were assivned durinp
the reporting period and have receivod formal instruction at division
level and axtensive on-the-.Job traln!rig at n nitor sites and on sensor
implant missions.

(2) With the redeployment of ground tz-N)Tp. from the A Shau Valley,
monitor sites covering the area were closed,. Monitor sites were
reestablished in the Thua Thien (P) pi,.Int area to extend coverage
of this area in conjunction with the redeplnvm.;:t of Fround troops into
the piedmont area. On 25 October 1)69 reoponsibi]ity for monitoring
air-readout sensor string.i in nort .es'ern Ouanp Tri (P) "as transferred
from the 3d Mrine Division to the 101st .Arbarne Division (Airmobile).
On the same date responsibility for c&.!ratir the monitor site at FB Fuller
(YDO159) was transferred from the 3d r T.vision to a combined monitor
team from the 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mech) and the 101st
Airborne Division (Airmobile). With the assumption of control of the
3d Marine Division s'ensor string, the total number of sensor strings
controlled by the division increased from twenty-three ground read-out
strings to thirty-two ground read-out strings and twenty air read-out
strings.

(3) During the reporting period the division program for assisting
1st ARVN Division sensor personnel in training and procurement of sensor
equipment under thepMACV Tight Jaw Plan was completed. The division
sponsored the 3d and 5th AR',N Reimet's (1st ARVN Division) sensor
programs under the XXIV Cor_- Tight Jaw Plan, The Ist ARVN Division
has assumed responsibility for operating their own monitor sites and
implanting sensors in their AO. As of 20 October 1969, the MATT for
1st ARVN Division assumed responsibility for procurement of sensor
equipment. Prior to this date, the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobrle)
was responsible for the procurement of this equipment.

(4) Emplacement of USD-W1 line sensors around base camps and fire
bases was initiated during the reporting period. Eplacement has been
temporarily halted pending receipt of phone line cables and annunciators
needed to complete installation, Ninety-four USD-WI devices are programmed
to be employed within the division AO.

(5) On 27 October 1969 responsibility for the monitor site at FB
Los Banos (AU8300) was transferred to the lst Marine Division. With
the transfer of this site the number of division monitor sites was
reduced to five. Two additional monitor sites will be established
to expand sensor coverage of the approaches into the piedmont area.
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(6) The W-63 claymore firing deic- and the SAI antenna systems
were eployed during the reporting period. The SAS antenna system was

used to relay sensor activations to distat monitor sites where normal
line-of-sight between the monitoar sites and the senpor string could not
be obtained due to terrain masking, W4( firing davices were employed
around two sensor strings. When -enmor stri .nv were activated the XK-63
devices were fired. Immediate BDA could not e accomplished and results
were inconclusive.

c. Ground surveillance radar. Infantry battalions received
instruction during the motth of September on the operation and
maintenance of AN/PPS-5 radars. Res'X.ocation of radar sets is
being initiated to provide AN/PPS-4 bAc -up radars for deadlined
AK/PPS-5 radars.

5. Counter Intelligence Section, 101st Yllitary Intelligence
Detachment.

a. During the period 1 August to 31 October 1969 the CI section,
101st Military Intelligence, 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) engaged
in a variety of activities in support of its primary mission of safeguarding
the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) from enemy sabotage, espionage
and subversion, CI inspections of unit's personrel, document and
physical security programs were conducted to detect vulnerable areas
subject to enemy exploitation. CI agents monitored the division's
base camp security program t.) detect enemy agents among the local
nationals and third country uationals employed by the division. and
conducted frequent liaison with allied intelligence agencies to obtain
information pertinelt to the division. Personnel security investigations,
complaint type investigations, and limited investigations were conducted
to increase personnel security within the division.

b. Through the collection effort of a CT agent in Phu Loc (D), four
successful ambushes were planned resulting in 18 VC/NVA KIA, 1 VC PW, 16
IWC, and 2 CSWC.

c. Base camp security.

(1) The C1 section continued its collection of biographical data of
local national and third country national personnel working for the
101st Airborne DiVision (Airmobile). The effort to establish casual
sources on Camp Eagle to provide information regn.ding enemy espionage
on and out of Camp Eaple was continued. Numerous spot checks were
made on local national and third country national personnel to insure
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they had appropriate c3earances ar4 we-, nt Anssociated with VC

oroanizationc or intelliaenee nats.

(2) lose liaison was mAinta-'ned, w it'- t-. Industrial Relations Division,
Phu Bai, Republic of Vietnam, to a,-j,,t Nse c--s p security in identification

and control efforts.

d. The CI section maintained lial-or. with XJ1IV Corps emdauarters,

Phu Bai; 525th )a Oroup '*ie/Phu KL, a e "'in, Tr; the Pacification,
Security and Coordinar, on Heaou terr-, -; ecial Police Advisor,
Hue; Province Thterroga-con, Ceter Adv '.-, Rue; Bttic Census Grievance

Advisor, Hue; Phoenix Comittee, ,ue: '>mbined Information Coordinating
Klemnt (CICE), Hm. lth ClT, Dernp 6; Lhe 517tr, MD, 'u mg Tri; and
all =A0C' a.

6. Weather.

a. Precipitation data.

Maxm iiimium Actual

Aug 5.4 0.6 C.1

Sep 19.7 6.2 23.99

Oct 2?7.2 8.9 62.47

b. The month of August was umusual in that it set a record with

the least amumt of rainfall recorded in this area. Also significant
during the month of August werethe extremely high surface winds, recorded

in excess of 50 knots.

c. The month of September set a record for monthly September rainfall,
which was 4.29 inches more than the average. One typhoon was recorded
in the area.

d. During October, monthly average and monthly maximum rainfall

records were broken. Nearly 15 inches of rain was recorded above the
monthy maximum. The 24-hour maximum rainfall record ws broken with
17.21 inches recorded in one 2 4-hour period. The old record was 11.1
inches.

F. (U) Personnel.
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1. During the reportinv ±A d~~ experienced a reduction

in the number of casualties co~:so~ I,)'V. t,*% ) previous reportinp, period.

The lull in uemskv activity Kni f:,%u,"d ;.cd decrease in casualties and

this trend continues at a 1ci ±vu

2. There hmn be-en an inc rkt,.tzy.,,;t. ., of authorized strenw~th in

maneuver battalions since :.eProvicu- -rr4 ,4~riod. The division is

experiencing the largost M!I1iS oeric y e.r avid strenpth-i are being

closely monitored by LUSAIIV w.hichl- , ~ U t,, maintain the division

at an operational leve~. comm'misurte W I;2.N? r

3. PersoTnel turhuilence in the,~v - continued to increase as the

division moved closer' to its peak f~.be) rh the

period the division welcortooi a nerw . U, n~w GI, 112, rr3 and G4.

4. Losses in W.CS 11 series stabilized, with a total. of 101.6% of

authorized strength at the close of' the Trioli. MVS 11 series continued

to be monitored to insure that mareuver hatt-alions are maintained at

operational strength.

5. Dwing the period, twenty now docto-rs5 rsported for duty. At

present, over one-half of the division's phyieian strength has been

with the organization less than three manths. At the beginning of

this period the division's strength In anisted medical KIS was

adequate, but there was a decline during the period, due to lack

of replacement of DER0S losses. There, was, how-ever,, an increase

of enlisted medical personnel :in the last two weeks of October.

6. In August, staff supervision of the division aviation safety

officer was transferred from ACofS, G1 to DAO, During the months of

August, September and October, there was a notable decrease in aircraft

accidents: five during August, nine during September, and eight in

October. The result is 21 aircraft accidents below the level of the

last period. Aircraft of the division have continued to fly approximately

1000 hours per day., with a slight decrease during the first ten days of

October because of poor flying weather. Based on the marked decrease

in aircraft accidents for the past three months, and the continuation of

approximately 300,000 flying hours per ruonth, strong emphasis placed

on standardization and safety appears to be fruitful. A slight problem

was encountered within the division duriniz September due to the shortage

of field grade officers qualitied in the 04-6A helicopter to perform

accident investigation duties. A change to di~vision regulation 385-1

now requires the senior member to be a field grade officer and that he

be assisted by at least one IF in the type of aircraft involved.
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7., During the riporting period, ii'iI try police surport withdrew
concurrently with the movement of Buport~n tmts from the canopy.
E&phasis of military police operatiorns conctentrated primarily on post,
camp, and station operations, whil, necessa " Pntrol and escort
activities were maintained on O"I-I. A.u-Y 'h6, 547, and 551.
Division MP16 assumed responsibilty f2 -I. g.:tes -In the entire
Camp gagle/Gia Le complex, permitting mor* rxt: ve, centrally
coordinated control of personnel mvte-n,' -n 4non relocation of the
lot Brigade to Can-p Eagle, Its support:_n. ,Atoon was withdrawn from
a direct support role, and retained in -r'rnpart of th3 Camp
Eagle/Gia Le complex.

8. During the period the 101st Airt.-,i. Mv7.Rion (Airmobile) APO
continued to provide postal services t a ,igh rate of efficiemny. The
following statistics are shown by :r.tr.

Money Orders

NSaeber Sold Nmber Cashed/Value

August $ 951,705.60 15PO93 1522/$110,801.74

September $1, 025,399.35 15,711 1615/$13,459.48

October 11,060,4O4 1 i601/$11.638.93

Total $3,037,585.39 46,213 4738/$333,900.15

Dloar Value of Stamps Sold

August $26,239.00

September $19,642.OO

October $26,896.O0

Total $72,777.00

Flow of Mail

.o MOM- IOutgoing

August 380,745 lbs 121,198 lbs
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September 427,23 lbs 110,927 lbs

Oc~tober 26 lbr776lb

Total 1.,308,292 ib. 373,901 lbs

1. General.

a. Support of the A Shmu 'i , ±%, K.or-e dairm-ted logistic operations
during the time period Aueust - Septmber, Trn 3d MSE was located at FR
Blaze and supervised all combat service support fu.ctions. One hundred
and fifty-four tons of resupply wero r&!ired on a daily basis to sunport
the task force. Supplies were built up f.rom a two day level of approximately
400 tons to a five day level by 10 September in preparation for the
impending monsoon period. On 13 September, operations at FSB Blaze reached
a peak with 1,093 tons of all classe s of wplies on-hand to support
approximately 3,200 personnel and twentj-four tubes of artillery. The
JP-4 storage capacity was increased to 140,000 gallons and the ammmitin
to 560 tons. Daily resupply was acccatplisled by 5 ton and 12 ton S&P
trucks to FSB Blaze and airlifted forward oy CH-47 to Currahee, Berchtesgaden,
Eagles Nest, Rendezvous, Destiny, and the 3-5th Cavalry Souadron.

b. Construction of FB Rendezvous created a massive task of lifting
1,150 tons of Class IV (tactical lumber and fortification meterial) to
FB Rendezvous. Route 547 was upgraded arA was utilized by 5 ton trucks
to transport construction materials from F5B Blaze to FB Rendezvous.
Cfi-54's were used to lift priority lumber renuirements to FB Rendezvous.

c. In late September, a plan was developed to close all fire bases in
the A Shau Valley. Backhaul of supplies and construction materials bean
on 24 September. By 2 October 3,000 tcnAo of supplies had been backhauled
into FB Birmingham, which was used as a -,.1 point for the collection
of all supplies. FB Bastogne was schedled to be opened and much of the
backhauled material was programed for the construction of that fire base
and the improvement of FB Birmingham. The revainder was, retrograded to
the 26th (GS) Choup in Phu Bai or usmi o fill resupply recouireents at
fire bases located in the southern portion. of the division AO.
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d. On 2 October the 3d Brigade initiated operations in northern
Quang Tri Province at Mai Loc. Daily resupply of approximately 1.0 tons
man moved over highway and by CH-47 from Ouang Tri to Mai Loc and to
forward battalion fire bases.

(1) Class I resupply was provided b the Marine ration point in DonR
H and moved by US Army reefer vans to Mai Loc. There, a brigade
consolidated mss provided one hot meal daily to personnel at Mai toe
and forward fire bases.

(2) Class III was moved from Quang Tri to Xai La by 5,000 gallon
tankers. The initial 2D,000 gallon JP-4 cApacity was Increased to
40,000 gallons on 13 October. Daily consumption of JP-4 averaged
approximately 19,000 gallons.

(3) Class V was provided br the Qang Tri ASP. Ainmition required
at forward fire bases was airlifted from ouang Tri directly to the fire
base. Lees than pallet loads of ammunition, small arms amunition, and
2.75 rockets were moved by truck to hki Lc. A helicopter rearm point
was established at Mai Loc to support all division and Delta Force
helicopters.

e. A C-130 airdrop program was established in the A 3hoau Valley to
clarify airlift proeodves, train uit personnel in proper recovery
and request procedures, and to provide an all-weather resupply
capability. Two airdrop and one airland resupply missions were
accomplished as follmos

Loctio Dte Mr Aeft Cls Wem~ 2KoUs

A Sheu Airstrip 28 Aug 3 C-130 I, III, V 87,000

Gerber Airfield 1 Sep 8 C-7A IV 43,200

Rendezvous 15 Sep 2 C130 I, II1, V 59,000

f. Super contact team, organized and provided by each F=, were
provided on the v¢erige of one every two or three days during the reportin
period to troops returning from imit operations or for battalion standdwn/
refresher training. The number of company-sis. marshalling op-ations
conducted between 1 August - Y1 October were as follws:

1 dwer Contact Team Partial Contact Team Total

1-327 10 5 15
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lot Bdo Sur Contact 1ea' Partial C~ntact Tg Total

2-327 4 3 7

2-528 9

31

2d §jSuir Contact Tym Partial Contact Te. Total

1-501 10 1 11

Z- 0110 9 19

1-502 12 7 12

49

Super Contact Te Partial Cqtact Tga Total

1-506 13 7 X)

2-506 8 12 20

3-187 7 P 2

49

2. Transportation.

a. The division movement ciontrol monitored the unit movement of
the 1st Brigade from Tan Ky to Tam My Ramp and Phu Bai Airfield. The
lift of the brigade toRether with supporting elemntm consisted of
twenty-eight C-130 sorties, six C-123 sorties and five IST' s. The
lft was accoaplished over a period of five days (10 Aug - 14 Aug 69).
The following number of personnel and equipent were moved an the
dates indicated:

N Pax XaUirset (SIT) EMSd

10Aug 186 64 Air

10 Aug 87 141 Sea
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i1 Aug 973 Air

Aug 50 V0sea

12 Aug 86 171 Sea

13 Aug6 11i2 Sea

14 Aug 635 78 Air

14 Aug 101 173 Sea

b. The division movinnt :ontrrl mcwit.-re d the unit Movemnt of

3d Brigade personnel fro Camp Rvs to W&I Ine. The lift of the brizae
consisted of twenty-one C-123 sorties. The lift was accom1ished over
a period of two days (30 Sep - 1 Oct IQ69). The fOllowinR nuber of

personnel and equipment were moved on dates indicated:

Date Xguipmet S/T)1 Mode

3 -Sep 485 12 Air

1 Oct 39) 9 Air

c. The division received approximately 9,350 short tons of cargo

through the Navy facilities at Tam My.

d. Aircraft sorties flown in support of the division (CH-47 and

C-130).

Month Sorties Pax Cargo (S/T)

Aug 1,955 9,638 5,499

Sep 1,332 8,296 3,755

Oct 931 8,773 2,698

Total 4,218 26,707 1,952

3. Aircraft maintenance.
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a. Technical supply. On-h.ind pre-positioned turbine enpine stocks,
authorized by the aviation material management command (A0C), for stock
at the direct support units (DSU) wlithin the battalion, improved supply
effectiveness during the reporting quarter. A single company of the
battalion was selected as the controller f or the engines with single
point consolidation for efficiency and for proximity to the aerial main
supply route. As a result of tbis procedure, engines now account for only
6% of the total non-operational repair supply (NO1).

b. The 5th Transportation Battalion is now transceiving aircraft
repair parts requisitions to the AMMC. Liaisor personnel of the battalion
receive the transmitted requisitions twice daily. A minimu of 18 hours
is saved using this method.

c. Until 1 October 1969, a dediCat C-130 aircraft had been utilized
to transport repair parts from Saigon depot to Phu Bea. This service was
terminated on 1 October 1969. Using standard aerial transportation
procedures a backlog of repair parts awaiting shipment from the Saigon
depot developed. Dedicated airlift transportation was resmed on 16
October 1969, and as of the reporting date no backlog exists. During
the routine shipment period, the average time from shipment until
delivery at Phu Bai was 3-4 days. Dedicated shipment time is one day.

d. Following a prolonged no-fly (weather) period, a large influx of
fringe items were requested by supporting units. It has been determined
that more thorough, in-depth inspections were conducted during the no-fly
period which uncovered previously undetected faults. This type of supply
activity can be expected when aircraft are not being flown to the maximum
extent,

e. Preventive maintenance periodic (PMP) #12 CH-47B/C. Beca'Use of
a large number of the division's CH-47's approaching their 1200 hours
PMP, plans are in progress to conduct these inspections without Jeopardizing
the lift capability of the division. The following actions have been
taken:

(1) A study was made to determine the "in-house" capability of the
division to conduct these inspections.

(2) Coordination was made with hgher echelons of mainteranoe to
accomplish inspections or exWhange aircraft during those periods where
workloade exceeded organic cajbility.

/
(3) Special tool requirements, facilities and c€mponents changes
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were reviewed to determine weaknes-i inr~ o.rc maintenance and supply
Operations.

(4.) Personnel rev-iew were conductoi t)- 'rxentratme iuR]111ied poer-/)r-.'
during peak loads.

(5) Mantenance personn,6l will tbe c- v.1~it; to provide wtiformity
in attality control, work flow, trainjn;- wni s rfe.y.

(6) Continued liaison is baino c n; tiished vFjth the C4I-47 mi~.te to
update information about flying time on rcaf nd statue of time change
components.

.Camunications. A radio teltity-ne n~et, stablished during the previous
reporting period, linked the batt&lion %4L' ae~xts A, & P (Saigon and 1)u!
Nhon), It has proven its worth in providing updated informAtion on
backlogged parts shipments ard in expediting requisitions. During the
reportinp period the battalion installed a radio link at Da Nang for
divisian aircraft backup support.

4. Supp)Y.

a. .Dur in g the period 1 August 1969 through 311 October 1969, the 426th

S&S Battalion (CS) continued to provide supply arnd transportation support
ror the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) in operations: KENTUC!Y JIUM,

and NORTON FALLS.

b. Tiring this quarter, Company B externally sling loaded approximately
3,580 sorties of Class 1, 11 & IV, III and V supplies to the division fire
bases. A total -if 22 four-hour classes were given to units of the divisiRon
on techniques of sling loading and care and maintenance of air ite.

Twenty-five units within the division ),Ad their air items inspected by. a

team from Company B.I
c. A 24--an detachment from Company A, Co B , and FIo Co supported the

3d Brigade Operation MENTOG0K f04DEZVD1 in the A Shat Valley utilizinpg
a forward supply point at PSE BiLaze, At FSB Blaze,,&a 60,000 gallon JP-4
storage capacity was established for slick refueling and an experimental
50,000 gallon storage bag was ampla&ced for the refueling af Chinooks anid
Creanse. An AP was establisbed at FSE Blaze operated by ammmiition spt ciali-ts
from Company A. Class V was primarily trucked in using route 547 and hooked
out to units during the A Shau Valley campaign. Also initiated was delivery
of ice, ice cream, and A rations to field units. Ccmipan A P, %
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loaded ice, ice cream, and A ratl'ne In ,!o:,,tx containers at Corre idor
ook Pad. Chinooks hoked the conexes to Fire Ba-se Blaze where the

rations were further distributed to upyrtd vnits. A 900 cu. ft.
refrigeration unit was used to ' rxi *pl 7hAb until issue was made.
Cmpany A also establishe mterit.l h.i in* t.am consisting of five
men and two 6,000 pound forklifts to speed up recelptrd, and issue of
supplies.

d. During the quarter a green t ! teanm wa initiated to inspect
ammunition back hauls to inexaure that no unsafe loads were shipped. A
total of 51 green tag teamb were employed during the reporting period.

e. The ist Brigade forward supply p'atoon. assisted the lot Brigade
in its move from Tam K.y to Camp &agle.

f. POL personnel from the 2d Platoon at LZ Sally supported the
2d Brigade in the underbrush burning project in the area surrounding
FB Birmingham. Approximately 1600 acres were burned to provide the
fighting soldier with better vision of possible eneur approaches.

g. The evacuation of FB Rendezvous and FSB Blaze saw the establishment
of a temporary storage area at FB Birmingham. 3,000 tons of barrier
materials were backhauled and transhipped to the new location at FB
Bastogne.

h. All fire bases in support of the A Shau Valley operations were closed
during this quarter. Relocation of 3d Brigade elements to Mai Loe for
operations in conjunction with Marine redeployment increased the supply ;nd
transport support requirements of the battalion.

i. In preparation for the cold/wet season, a stockage of appropriate
gear was established to provide the individual soldier with his needs during
the monsoon season, A "Dry Socks Program" was established and approximately
35,000 pairs of socks were issued in support of this program.

J. Project Edit/Challenge concerning high priority requests and
requests for inordinate quantities of nice-to-have items, continued.
An average of seven percent of all requests received were rejected as
a result of Edit/Challenge procedures.

k. To insure that ice cr.eam reached the combat soldier in the best
possible condition, the battalion shipped ice cream packed with dry ice
to the field.
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1. The U.ARV AGI-CYYI was con ;!:tf3 '1urr, thin nuarter. The battalion

passed the AGI-CMMI, receiving -.mp',ent., r reanrks rerarding billets,
maintenance and training.

m. On 28 September 1969, a detF'...-r'rt ,'C7 Compny A was sent to
Quang Tri to establish a supply base ',r ), !d llisrde Ope rstion NORTON
FALLS near the DMZ. A forklift driver', P01- and ammition specialists
were sent to MAi Loc to establish a 4or iarl strapzy point in the brigade
trains area. Working closely with (1Th Inera Support Group units,
this detaclmwit pro4ded the 3d Brwiau." '",'.th Cla" T, II and IV, III,
and V supplies. A seven point 40,0Y) ,-llon cwvcitv slick refuel pad was
established at Mal Lxc and manned by Cowpany h personnel.

n. A retrograde program was estan.l-,Ad allowing units to have free
turn-in of excess serviceable and tu . v'i<eable items of ecu4ipmnt.

o. During the quarter, the Rock Crusher refuel pad (40,000 gallon
storage capacity of JP-4) closed operations, the Roy refuel pad (20,000
gallon storage capacity of JP-4) opened operations, and the Birmingham
refuel pad (40,000 gallon storage capacity of JP-41 opened operations.

p. The battalion continued its participation in the DISCOM civic
action project at the Nuoc Ngot Orphanage in Tue throughout August and
September. Wiring was completed at the orphaage as well as screening
of windows and doors. Donations of money, clothing, food, soap, and candy
were made by members of the battalion.

q. During the reporting period, constant emphasis was placed on
perimeter improvement. Trenches were improved and the fighting positions
were reinforced, Bunkers were re-sandbagged and covered with a three to
five inch layer of concrete. All but three bunkers were concreted during
the reporting period. Relaying of tactical wire was accomplished on the
perimeter where rain damage had weakened the defense. Sapper classes were
conducted by base defense personnel and attended by all battalion mebers.
Sandbagging continued in and around work areas as well as the barracks.

r. Increased emphasis was placed on safety and fire prevention. Wet
weather driving and night driving classes were conducted for all drivers.
Monthly inspections were conducted to insure that adequate fire prevention
controls were established. Weekly fire drills were also conducted at all
major refuel pach.

s. The water supply problem continued. Congestion at the Phu Bai
water point as well as these located at Camp Eagl necessitated a twenty-
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four hour a day water resupply operation to meet existing water requiremente.

5. Ground maintenance.

a. During this quarter, the 801st 1."tenance Battalion continued

to maintain COMML, armament and autoictive equipment below the 1SARV

goal. The battalion has established a Foal of a five percent deadline rate

for automotive equipment but ham not attained that objective this

quarter. A recapitulation of support .n.jtnance activity is as follows:

completed

Signal 5444

Armament 1061

Engineer 1063

Service 1564

Automotive

Total 13262

b. Deadline percentages in major commodity areas were as follows:

Caodity Begin Aid Averame

Armament 0.60% 0.22% 0.35%

Signal 4.50% 4.10% 3.91%

Automotive 8.20% 5.80% 7.13%

c. Technical supply activities during the quarter experienced
fluctuations in work load due to AGI and CMOI inspections. Demand
accomodation remained at' a steady 80% while demand satisfaction dropped
from an average of 60% to 39%. This was due to a significant increase
in requisitions being submitted by supported units; the average of 2500
requisitions per week jumped to an average of 4455 during the month
of Septr=.ber and .dropped to an average of 3024 for the month of October.
This unusually large influx ot requisitions drove zero balances from a
low of 2902 to a high of 3620 during the period. Corresponding percentages
increased from 41% to 50%. A detailed zero balance study was initiated as
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a result of this abnormal increase an:! -,'-7 z,,'jo balance lines were
deleted from the ASL. At the end of October tis resulted In 6364
=S lines, down from a high of 741', linen du-!ng the period. Zero

balance lines, correspondingly drogpp, -:rei a high of ,628 for the
period to 2751 after the deletions. Suprny t.raractions during the
period were:

August 18937

September 23182

October 18529

d. Project count inventories ana leciLion surveys during the period
produced tho following agreement percentages:

Month Inventory Surve

August 71.3% 87.6%

September 67.0% 85.1%

October 63.0% 91.0%

e. Project Edit Il/Priority was Implemented by the battalion
by authority of message, 73840, AVH-SP, 4Q USARV, dated July 1969,
subject: The Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority System.

f. Technical assistance visits.

(1) A new dimension has been added to the support of the division
maneuver battalions. While each battalion is conducting its scheduled
training standdown, a tecrical assistance team from the supporting
maintenance company conducts a comprehensive technical inspection of all
weapons, electronic equipment, generators, and vehiclee. This on-the-spot
contact has achieved the double benefit of increasing material readiness
and identifying organizational maintenance problem areas while they are in
a manageable stage.

(2) As in the past, numerous small unit standdowns were conducted in
conjunction with super-contact team activities. These contact visits
have proved beneficial in upi-ading the availability of weapons and
equipment in the hands of the individual soldier.
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(3) A fu-ther .ipansion An t oe ir.:lcai assistance visit field

involves personal contact betweer, corm-inders of the supporting maintenance

companies and the material rt,adin3s.' persannel. in the supprted units.

This contact is conducted on a sch',u'ed hasi. Immediate results are

observable in the continually dimo .: p,-i 0anlzAtional deadline rates.

g. Material.

(1) The Joint Logistics Review Board, needed by General Frank S.

Besson, Jr., visited the 801st .aintineuxa Eattalion Technical Supply

on 15 September 1969o The board waF, a,-companded by the III MAF

cammanding general, 101st Airborne 1Vivision (Airmobile) commanding

general, assistant division camwiader, kn division support command

commander. After an introductory briefilug by the battalion commander,

the group toured the Red Ball eectii, the yard locations and operations,

and the NCR 500 vans where the OIC explained the operating concepts and

techniques concernine the NCR 500.

(2) Mr McKay and Mr Pavier of Canadair Limited visited the battalion

to discuss the carrier, utility, articulated, XM571. The current deadline

rate and the required parts were discussed. Mr Pavier pointed out that

a modified clutch had been put in the supply system and should be received

soon,

(3) SP5 Wisecup, a FADAC technician from Frankfan-d trsenal on aDY

to I Corps, visited the 801st Maintenance Battalion from 6 September to

10 September 1969. He spent the period in the electronics maintenance
platoon presenting new trouble shooting and repair techniques to the

FADAC repairmen. His instruction included "bench work" on the FADAC

computer, FADAC fault tester, and signal data converter.

(4) Mr Johnson, a Cutler-Hamer factory service representative for

AN/PPS-5, worked with the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) from mid-

August to the end of September. During the period he toured the 2d and

3d Brigade AO's, teaching operation and organizational maintenance of the

AN/PS-5 radar to organizational personnel. During his instructional

periods, he discovered thht many of the AN/FPS-5 radars were not fully

operational and that, due to the lack of previous training, the operators

were not aware that the sets were not fully operational. Mr Johnson's

instruction was directed toward solving the problem.

h. Excess property turn-in.

(1) From 1 October to 22 October, the 801st Maintenance Battalion, in
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conjunction with other DI30M units, o'ganIzed and executed an excess
property turn-in program. The purvone of the program was to reduce
the burden on the division's mobility -nd maintenance capabilities
created by the presence of excess prop,':v in divisional units. The
project allowed each unit in the divin r. to Ltn-in excess pruperty
on a "no questions asked-no paperwork" bhais.

(2) As originally conceived, each of the sIx major comands in the
division was allowed two days in wrdch to ttnn-in all excess property.
The remaining division trroops were auikwed three days. Due to periods
of rainy weather during the schediled turn-in period, the program was
extended for an additional week.

(3) The maintenance battalion had the mission of accepting all Class
IX supplisa and all unserviceable Clas- ]I and IV supplies less organizational
clothing and aviation related items.

(4) A section was organized as follows to accomplish the mission:

(a) Project office

(b) Administrative section

(c) Classificaton and identification section

(d) Segregation and storage section

(e) Retrograde section

(5) The value of identified items was $195,398.75. There is an
estimated $50,000 of unidentified items.

H. (U) Civil affairs.

1. The sam determination and enthusiasm for success which was evident
during the previous reporting period has continued and indications are that
even more progress will be made in the futuri. The number of projects
underway at the beginning of this reporting period was 52. The figure at
the end of the reporting period was 141, an increase of 171% during the
reporting period. The contributing factors for this sharp increase in
civic action are the receipt of a project priority list from the Thua
Thien Province Chief, better management, increased command emphasis, and
tactical force locations. The project list wan generated by the respective
hamlets/villages and submitted through the appropriate district chief to
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the province chief. The projects were consolidated, assigned a priority,
and the list was then forwarded to the diviLsion with a request' for
assistance. Since receipt of the list, only projects contained thereon
have been initiated. In order to keep the list current, provisions have
been made to add and delete projects only after approval of the province
chief.

2. Refugees. Improvements and repairs to roads and bridges into the
resettled areas materially assisted the renettlement process and the
resumption of trade and coar.erceo Approximately 12,000 registered refugees
returned to their he hamlets during this pexiod. As the refugee problem
has decreased to manageable proportions, neglected social welfare activities
have expanded. CARITAS/CR5, Buddhist Social Welfare, and the World Relief
Commission were involved in large scale food programs with surplus
commodities, especially in the newly resottled pacification hamlets.
UNICEF completed four milk feeding stations which began operation during
this reporting period and provide milk daily to more than 4, 500 children
in 10 refugee camps. Materials for one of these stations in Nam Hoa
District were provided by G5. Province plans to build additional milk
stations in the futur4.

3. MEDCAP support. Approximately 30,000 medical patients were treated
by US and ARVN/civil medical teams. The G5 and division surgeon worked
closely in support of the K&JCAP program. A survey of all districts for
M!DCAP locations, facilities, and frequencies was copleted by the
supporting civil affairs platoon in September. The MEDCAP resources
will be applied to the requirements found by the survey. The objective
of the (WCAP program is to emphasize training of Vietnazese in the
health care role and to create a sense of identification between the
Vietnamese health care workers and the local populace.

4,. Coordination with civil officials.

a. PSDF rally. In late August, the division assisted in the su port
of a three-day Peoples' Self Defense Force rally in Phu Vang District. The
rally consisted of approximately 3,000 attendees with competition between
various units in militarily oriented events. The division provided 1,500
pieces of PSP, 2,000 pounds of food, 20,O00 piasters, and lumber for the
rally.

b. &glish classes. Riglish language classes under the sponsorship
of the Hue Cultural Center began in early September. Theclasses are
conducted in various schools in Hue with mora than 3,000 students enrolled.
Some 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) troopers assisted these classes
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as voluntary instructors during their off-duty hours.

c. Tet Trung Thu. The mid-autmnl festival and children's holiday
fell on 26 Septimber. The division was req1uested to snecifically sponsor
the 3d ARVN Regiment and the 5 4th ATVN Reivimnt. Approximately 3,200
children were reported as dependents. In Pddit!on, various orphanages,
schools, and the dependent children of the interpreters and Kit Carson
Scouts were presented with gifts of candy and toys. A total of 3,500
toys, 1,500 pounds of candy, and 3,0r) pa-or lanterns were purchased
for this special occasion. Toys were presented by the commanding general
to the children of Colonel Than, the Province Chief and the children of
Major General Trung, lst ARVN Division Commander.

d. October flood. During the first week of October, heavy rains
caused severe flooding throughout Tbui. Tie Prrvince. During this
period, the responsible Vietnamese officials demonstrated an excellent
ability to handle the flood situation without the assistance of the
division. A large number of flood victims were evacuated to high
ground and were provided food, clothing, and temporary shelters.
CORM kept the division informed of the situation and reauested
that the G5 section stand by for possible assistance. After the
heavy rains diminished and the flood began to subside province and
the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile)-pooled resources to furnish
relief to the floo&"victims. Thua Thien Province furnished 42,000
pounds of rice, approximately 8,000 loaves of bread, 20 bales of
clothing, and individual rations to feed 31,645 people in 42 hamlets.
The division transported these items during 8-10 October with one
Chinook for eight sorties and two UH-lH aircraft for 225 sorties.

e. Public sentiment. The discovery in Nam Hos District of a mass
grave of an additional 250 Tet Mau Than victims in late September had
significant impact on Vietnamese public sentiment. These bodies, the
remains of victims of VC terrorism during the 1968 Tet Offensive, were
buried in a large vault and dedicated by the Government of Vietnam as
a shrine to the people of Vietnam. The burial ceremony was held 14
October and was attended by President Thieu.

5. Major projects completed during the reporting period.

a. Tinh Lanh Orphanage/School Repair (YD68234) 4ue.

b. Nam Hoa Milk Station' (YD755173) Nam Hoa.

c. Huong Thuy High School (YD819179) Huong Thuy.
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d. Tinh Lanh School Repair YD86119) Hucp Thuy.

e. Nam Hoe. District land clearing (YVlDh115) Nam Hoa.

f. Phu An Barracks (YtPC92b2) Phu Vw-

g. An Truysm Market rebuilt (YOW2-2t,4) Phu Vang.

h. Phu Vang District dike floud ccrnt-ol (Y810275 to YDR19273) Phu Vang.

6. Projects initiate. prior tc ,-no completed during the period
included 13 schools, 6 village headquarters, 1 marketplace, 1 dispensary,
and 8 other significant projects for a tc.tal of 29 projects.

7. Projects initiated and cocla.'ri during the period included 13
schools, 2 village headquarters, 3 dispensaries, and 23 other major
projects for a total of 51 projects.

8. Current projects. Type cf projecti schools - 66; administrative
buildings - 8; dispensaries - 9; health/sanitation - 47; arphanapes - 4;
others - 7; total - 141.

9. Comodities issued during the reporting period-

Tin 416 Sheets

Paint 51 Gallons

Rebar 480 Feet

Cement 1972 Bags

School desks 265 Desks

School benches 265 Benches

Construction lumber 4725 Board feet

Scrap lumber 48,660 Board feet

Food 71,702 Poxmds

Clothing 1305 Pounds
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Vocational kits 21 Kits

Soap 14:2 Pounds

Ammunition baxes 5,1Q :',,xen

PSP 1966 Pieces

School kits 4000 Kits

Concertina wire '9? Xolls

I. (U) Psychological operations.

1. Statistics. Type and ruantity of proT*LFnda media employed.

a. Leaflets disseminated: 70,045,000

b. Loudspeaker broadcasts: 1,706 hours

c. Movies shown: 115:00 hours

d. TV programs conducted- 13

a. Quick-reaction leaflets: 1,020000

f. PSYOP mobile teams: 23

2. During the past quarter, aerial broadcasts, standard tapes and
leaflets were utilized to the maximum along with several new themes
developed by JUSPAO, the 7th PSYOP Battalion and the 101st Airborne
Division (Airmobile). The major PSYOP effort was targeted against knowrn
and suspected NVA and VC positions utilizing the theme of ,Th- Hio
Price of Rice." This theme was originated by XXYV Corps and r isseminated
throughout the lcmlands and piedmont areas. Aerial broadcasts, special
quick-reaction leaflets and news briefs were utilized to disseminate
the message to the populace. Leaflets and posters were disseminated and
ground broadcasts were conducted in Government of Vietnam controlled
populated areas in an effort to retain and strenvthen the population's
support of the Government of Vietnam, keep a wedge between the populace
and the enemy, and to inform them of the gains made by the ARVN and
Government of Vietnam.

3. In compliance with JUSPAO policies, propaganda was developed within
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the division to exploit Ho Chi Minh's death and the current rice
denial camaign. Themes of VC/NVA military defeats and the growing
strength of the RF/PF were also developed. This propaganda was
usually in the form of quick-reaction leaflets and live broadcasts.

4. A total of 51 Hoi Chanhs rallied to the Government of Vietnam
within the division AO during this reporting period. This figure
is more than double the number of ralliers reported during the last
reporting period. This gain can be attributed to the increased
emphasis placed on PSYOP by the division G5 FSYOP office. Both aerial
and ground missions have been increased in frequency, and this
parallels the increase in Hoi Chanhs. We feel there is a direct
correlation between the number of Hoi Chanhs and the number of
broadcasts conducted. This overall pattern indicates a favorable
trend throughout the province.

5. During the reporting period, continued support was provided
during cordon operations to include ground loudspeaker and movie
teams, aerial loudspeaker broadcasts and leaflet drops, armed
propaganda teams and cultural drama team performances. Because of
the shift to-wards a stronger pacification program and the redeployment
of battalions to lowland and piedmont areas, the cordon operation has
begun to play an important role within the division. PSTOP will
continue to provide maximum support to this type of operation.

6. The division PSYOP printing capability has continued to be
used to the maximum for producing quick-reaction leaflets on Hoi
Chanhs and all important exploitable PSYOP situations that arise.
The printing capability was also utilized to print VCI leaflets for
use during cordon operations and to print standard leaflets when they
were needed for an immediate situation and were not available.

a. Rice denial and the "High Price of Rice" leaflets, as mentioned
above in paragraph 2, were produced for and directed at the populated
areas. The them was designed to show how the price of rice (VCAVA
lives) continues to rise.

b. Chieu Hoi quick-reaction leaflets were prepared on rallier
reports by division PSYOP for exploitation of these ralliers in their
former base areas. This was done by interviewing ralliers as soon
as possible after they came in. If they could be exploited, a picture
was taken and written stateidents were obtained. These would then be
published as leaflets suitable for aerial or ground dissemination in
the base areae of the rallier's former units. Leaflets of this type
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were generally a Chieu Hoi appeal with the Hoi Chanh' s written statement
concerning the treatment he was receiving and describing the merits of the
Chieu Hoi Program.

c. Pro-GVN and pro-RF/PF leaflets were produced after victories
by the ARVN and popular .and regional forces. Also mentioned and praised
were the national police.

d. NVA hardship (Chieu Hoi) leaflets were prepared and targeted
at NVA audiences in support of operations in the A Shau Valley, Ruong
Ruor.g Valley, and other traditional NVA base areas. These leaflets
were directed at NVA regular soldiers reminding them of the hardship
and suffering they must endure while supporting an immoral cause and
failing to achieve any great victories, that they were being driven
out of their base areas and destroyed by £ll3.ed operations, and that
their only hope of freedom and safety was to Chieu Hoi.

e. Medical treatment leaflets advertising the medical facilities
and capabilities of the allied forces were prepared and disseminated
in rural populated areas in an effort to persuade diseased persons
and those with any type of phsical defect to come in to a medical
facility for treatment.

7. The division is conducting an operation Pimed at the bntagnard
tribesmen in the A Shau Valley and the surrounding areas. The purpose
of the operation is to persuade them to Chieu Hoi and resettle to
Montagnard villages in GVN controlled areas. Since there is no
written language for the Montagnards, picture leaflets were directed
at them with a theme encouraging them to Chieu Hoi,

8. All ralli6.s and PW s within the division AO have reported that
they have been subjected to many allied broadcasts and leaflet drops.
Most of them stated that they listened to the broadcasts, read the
leaflets and believed what they heard and saw. They also indicated
that many of their comrades wished to rally, but could not, as they
had no opportunity because they were being closely watched by their
cadre and did not have any chance to get into the lowlands.

J. (U) Medical.

1. Mming the reporting period support company (Nagle Medical Center)
continued to provide primary medical care to 101st Airborne Division
(Airmobile) units at Camp Nagle. Company A was in support of the Ist
Brigade, Company B supported the 2d Brigade, and Company C supported the
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3d Brigade. The most significant tactical operation was NORTON FALLS.
Elements of the 3d Brigade moved north toward the DMZ. A forward
clearing element from Company C moved forward and located with the
brigade TOC. The clearing element consisted of a physician, enlisted
medics, and two UH-IH air ambulances for rapid medical evacuations.
Prior to leaving the A Shau Valley, the battalion operated a clearing
element at FSB Blaze and provided medical back up support to FB
Currahee.

2. Two minor outbreaks of disease occurred that might have been
preventable. In early August, 29 officers at Bien Hoa Army Base were
infected with shigellosis. Interviews showed that these personnel had
eaten at the division rear officer's mess. Aong deficiencies discovered
in inspections of the mess, the following were considered most significant:
the dishwashing system did not meet minimum requirements and multiple
use, rather than single service dishes were being used. In addition,
Vietnamese personnel were being used as food handlers. Corrective measures
were implemented and routine medical treatment remedied this situation.

3. Also in August, six members of one line company contracted typhoid
fever. Preventive medicine personnel interviewed each of these individuals
and found that they had consumed water from streams without using iodine
tablets to treat the water. Blood tests were taken from all other members
of the company in an effort to locate carriers. However, the tests were
negative, indicating that there were no carriers in the company.

4. Very heavy rains in early October resulted in a number of
immersion foot cases. Visits were made to various units and pertinent
informtion given to those concerned to help prevent such problems
during future periods of heavy rainfall.

5. The following are the medical statistics for 326th Medical
Battalion for the period 1 August through 31 October 19691

Total patients seen a4 clearing station..................... 10,030

Total dental patients................. ..... .. .0. ...0.. 1,864

Total adm..si..s. .*.. . .... ... ......................... 503

Total transferred........ 0.. ...... • ................. 0. 551

RECAPITULATION
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IRHA ........................................................ 306

NBC .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 416

HEDICAL DISEASES

Malaria ..................................................... 162

F's . . . .. 276

Diarrhea .................................................... 838

Skin diseases ........................ e...................... 1,172

N/P ......................................................... 671

Gastroentirtis ........................................ 240

Foot problems ............................................... 415

Heat injuries ............................................... 66

VD ....................................................... 450

Med evac missions ........................ .................. . 730

Med cap 11 total number of persons treated ................ 62

Medical supply: 5013 line items shipped at approximate weight of
25,065 pounds.

6. During the reporting period, the following items were
accomplished:

a. 2,600 pairs of spectacles were fabricated by division optometry.

b. Division medical supply filled 3734 of 3884 reqaests, for a 96%
fill.

c. Preventive medicine made 111 mess inspections, 9 water point
inspections, and 26 barber shop inspections.

d. The davision flight surgeon conducted 271 flight physicals.
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K. (U) Sig al.

The 5C1st Signal Battalion continied to provide communicationm
support to eleents of the division throu'hout the AO. The battalion
supported Operations LAMAR PLAIN, q-hKYU:KY J'P, RIEL Ji) S-LUARX,
and REPUBLIC SOUARE. A manned retra ns.risstLn itation in the division
comnand secure net was deployed to -uw.n Tr1 to support the 3d ri7ade
Operation NORTON FAIL3. Another manual retransmission station was
sent to Hill 859 to support the 3d Frigade diring operations in the A
Shau Valley. VI{ team deployed to Phu Loc, Phu Thu, Mai Loc, and
to FSB's Spear, Nuts, Pistol, Brick, -d Nancy. RF radio teams were
deployed to Quang Tri, Mai Loc, and gSB', Blaze and Rendezvous. The
battalion completed 153 work orders for :irect support crypto
maintenance, and filled 37 requests for PA support.

L. (U) Dgineer.

1. During the reporting period, the 326th ftgireer Battalion (Airmohile)
provided continuous direct combat support to the Malst Airborne Division
(Airmobile) dur-ing operations KFITUCK J!WE, RICHLAND SVUARE, and
REPUBLIC SQUARE. The significant support was the construction and later
the closing out of FB Rendezvos, on the edge of the A Shau Valley. Numerous
fire support bases were reopened and constructed in support of combat
operations. A pioneer road was constructed from FB Barracuda to FSB
Rifle, and FSB Rifle was opened. Fhgineers performed numerous demolition
missicns, to include direct demolition support of infantry in the attack,
destruction of enem ordnance and supplies, and clearing minefields and
boobytrapped areas. Construction of several now landing zones aided
normal infantry insertions and downed aircraft recovery. Improvement
of existing landing zones under the cammnnding general's "Project Lif e-
saver," was initiated as a continuing function of the 326th Enpineer
Battalion (Airmobile). Additionally, non-divisional enineer elements
assisted in the construction of M Rendezvous, the maintenace of
Route 547, the land clearing operation on the A Shau Valley floor, and
land clearing in the Nam Hoa District.

2. The extensive divisional support was accomplished with the three
engineer line companies in direct suppert of the brigades and with the
headquarters company in general support of the division. En-uipment for
the combat support missions was provided by headwuarters company. This
was augmented, at times, by airmobile bulldozers and backhoes from
battalions of the 32d Naval Construetion Regiment.

3. At the start of the reportin-g period, Company A was located at
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Tam Ky in support of the ist Bripade' 1, participation in Operation lAMAR
PLAIN. Company B, located with 3d Prirade in the A Shau Valley, was
involved in constructing FSB RendezvJcu and improving FSB's Rendezvous,
Blaze and Currahee. Company C ws in sur pport of 2d Brigade's coastal
area operations. Along with nuterous smal.iar tasks, Company C relocated
FSB Tomahawk and constructed IZB Artenai.

On 15 August, Company A moved back to Ola Le. As the lst Brigade
reverted to 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) control, Company A
reopened FSB Nuts and FSB Spear in support of now operations. Company
C improved the defenses of the Song Bo railroad bridge and completed
the work at FSB Arsenal.

/

On 25 August,. headquarters company began construction of a pioneer
road from FSB Barracuda to FSB Brick. Tis %as a joint US and ARVN
operation with security provided by an ARVN mechanized infantry company
and an attached tank platoon. Due to continuous enemy harassment and the
discovery of an enemy base area, it was decided to construct a new FSB
on dominating terrain and to divert the road toward it. The fire base
was opened by a normal air move of Company A (engineers) and headquarters
(equipment). Four days later, on 10 September, the road connected with
a trail started down from the FSB. The fire base, subsequently named
Rifle, was completed 10 September.

Concurrently with the road construction from Barracuda to Rifle,
Company A reopened FSB Brick and FSB Pistol to support 1st Brigade
operations. At the same time, Company P closed out FSB Berchtesgaden
and supported the 3d Brigade move to FSB Rendezvous. One squad from
Company B remained with 3-5 Cavalry on the A Shau Valley floor.

On 5 September, a joint pathfinder and engineer team started
systematically upgrading landing zones throughout the area of operations.
This project, called "Project Lifesaver," was initipated at the dirertkn
of the commanding general to both reduce aviati.n hazards and to r'ovide
examples of properly constructed landinp zones. Company A proaried the
initial "Project Lifesaver" squad.

When 3d Brigade began operating in the northern prtlon of the A Shan
Valley on I4 September 1969, Company B reopened FSB Tiger and FSB
Erskine. On both/fire bases booby traps were detected and destroyed
by the enginet- elwnents. Qcncurrently, Company B also cleaned up
FSB's Zan, Cannon, ahd Berchtesgpden. On 21 September, on short notice,
Company D began, . .ssembling bunkers at FSB Rendezvous in preparation
for c)cdnr base. later all elemnts had departed the fire
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base and all non-divisional elements w,-e out of the A hau Valley.

On 24 September, Company A had a urique inission to construct a
five float raft to ferry two 0-7 bu-lldozers across the Perfume River.
The raft was constructed in one day' time.

On 25 September, Company B dispatched an advance party to Mai
Loc to minesweep the area in preparticri for the move of 3d Brigade
headquarters to that location. Company C reopened FSB Bastone and
continued maintenance and improveent of FSi Arsenal and the Arsenal
road. Company A opened FM3 Thor fa a ltt Brigade artillery raid.

During the first week of October operations were hampered by the
heaviest recorded rains In the Hue-hu Bai area. All companies directed
primary efforts toward m~intezxcz of roa.s and bridges. On 1 October,
Company C began preparation for the participation in "Project Lifesaver."
At the same time the company coordinated a land clearing operation for
Nam Hoa District. Rom plows from the 59th Land Clearing Company
accomplished the actual clearing by 17 October.

Company B assisted in reopening FSB Scotch and constructed FSB
Victory and Shrapnel for the 3d Brigade. A significant factor in the
construction of FSB Victory and Shrapnel was the fact that they were
built using only chainsaws, demolitions, and hand labor. Company B
continued improvement of the Ma Loc area and started on the Camp Evans
sniper range and the combined headquarters of the Phong Den District-
3d Battalion, 187 Infantry.

1st Brigade's Operation SATURATE, in the vicinity of FSB Saber
started on 5 October. Company A supported by providing demolition
teams and boat operators. With. the heavy rains the engineer boats
became the only means of logistical resupply. Since helicopters were
grounded by adverse weather conditions, the boats also provided tactical
mobility. Company A opened 0P56 near Camp Eagle m 9 October. Concurrently,
Company A directed considerable effort to repair of the severe rain
damge on Arsenal road. The road was reopened n 18 October when Company
A completed a 70 foot long double-single Bailey bridge.

4. During the reporting period headquarters company provided general
support to the three line companies. Total equipment support for both
combat support and base development operations during the reporting period.
is as follows:
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05A bulldozer 1440

X450 bulldozer 1875

M 100 tr&ctor scraper 688

Cat 3.12 grader 1312

Front loader 292

5 ton dimp truck MP

2 1/2 ton dmp truck 1356

3414 Bakhoe 682

Providing the above support in the division area of operations
required the use of fifty-sevm CH-54 "Crane" sorties and thirty-six
CH-4? "inook" sorties.

M. (C) Army aviation.

1. The mission of the 101st Aviation Group is to provide aviation
support to the division and aviation special staff personnel to the
division headquarters.

a. During the 91 day period 1 August through 31 October 1969, the
101st Aviati)n Group provided continuous support to the combat operations
of the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile). This support was provided
for the final stages of Operation KENTUCKY JUMPER which terminated 14
August 1969, for RICHLAND SQUARE from 15 August to 28 September 1969 and
for the early phases of the current campaign REPUBLIC SQUARE which began
29 September 1969. Additional support was provided to the 1st Brigade
on the final stages of LAMAR PLAIN, while the Brigade was under operational
control of the Americal Division in the Chu Lai-Tam Ky area.

b. Concurrent operations supported throughout the reporting period
involved USMC, Special Forces FOB, CCN and the normal five minute standby
for dustoff escort and other emergencies.

2. The following statistical data is provided for the reporting period.
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Aircraft
Unit Hrs Flown So ries Pax Cargo - Tons Recoveries

101 AHB 15,890 40,886 60, i. 5,645 0

158 AHB 17,589 46,012 70,38A1 1,568 0

159 ASHB 7,844 22,970 64,584 31,622 82

163 Avn Co .,M 9 0 0

Total 45,283 122,825 2,585 38,835 82

3. The number of aircraft recetvi-g eneW ground firt has decreased

since the last reporting period. 21 Lcidenlt3 of ground fire were
recorded. Identification of incidents by mission is as follows.

UH- AH-lG CH1-47 CH-54

Combat assault 8 1 0 0

CCN 3 0 0 0

FOB 1 0 0 0

Logistical resupply 2 0 3 0

Other (anifferp, flare, etc.) 1 1 0 1

4. Aircraft losses incurred during operations are as follows:

Damaged Destroyed Total

Combat 35 38 73

Non-ecmbat 23 0 23

Totals 58 38 96

N. (U) Information.

1. During the reporting period the division Infem tion office
forwarded 2,153 hcmetewn news releases to the Aru Hometown Wews Center.
Seven issues of the division newepaper the "Screaming lgle" arn oneo
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issue of the division mgazie Rendezvous -ith Deglialy were published.
10,000 copies of the new Hia&t)rv of the 101st AirborMe DivisioM, an
orientation booklet for newly assigned personnel arrived at the end of
October. The division information office distributed 195 news
releases and 128 photo releases.

2. Coverage was provided for 29 visiting VIPs including the
Secretary of thi AMr, the Honorable Stanley Resor and support
provided to 44 correspondents.
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SECTION II

LSNS LEAFME: CO*ANDW'S OPSIVATIONS, EVALUATIONS AND RECOWWDATIONS.

A. (U) Personnel. None.

B. (C) Intelligence.

1. AN/PSR-I Anti-intrusion device.

a. Observation' The detection range of the anti-intrusion device,

AN/PSR-1, is significantly attenuated when the device is employed in

sandy or loosely packed soil.

b. Evaluation: Employment in sandy soil greatly reduces the detection

range of the AN/PSR-I. The loosely packed soil (sand) is a poor conductor

of seismic transmissions. As the boil becomes wet, the seismic response

of the device increases proportionately. Employment of the device in sandy

soll appears to reduce the detection range from 30 metors under favorable

conditions to 3-4 meters (ranges approximate).

c. Reccmendatimr' That when the device is employed in loose soil,

the geophonee be placed appr-imately 6-8 meters apart. If not, it must

txi recognized that the absence of sensor activations does not necessarily

indicate an absence of ensmy movement.

2. Technique of engaging sensor targets.

a. Observation- The old technioue of engaging sensor targets by using

an A and B concentration has not resulted in sufficient tangible results.

The 1st Battalion, 321st Artillery has offered a new method of engarement.

b. Evaluation: The A and B concentrations at each end of the sensor

string will still be in effect, but the target areas will be moved down

the trail so that the nemy will arrive at the kil zone about five minutes

after the notification of a fire mission to the artillery. This five

minute period will allow the artillery sufficient time to effectively enrage

the target, whereas before, a minimum reaction time was available in which

to deliver fires.

c. Recomaendation: That through close coordination between artillery

and sensor persornel, the sensor activations are rapidly and effectively

brought under fire emloying these kil zones.
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3. Radar (PPS series) and starlIlpht scope.

a. Observation: The effective engagment by indirect fire of taruet.e
acquired by radar (PPS saeries.) and crew-served starlight scope is
restricted by the inaccuracy of the tarpet'a reported location.

b. Evaluation: Precise target location within one meter Is possible
with both the strligt scope and radar if the Instrumonta are positioned
on a suveqe' point. This position is then recorded and plotted in
supporting indirect fire E' e. Consequently, ')perators of the target
acquiring devicee need relay only target range and direction to the FM
where the exact geographical location is then computed ard the target
eniaged.

c. Recamendatin: That units uslng the two target acquisition
instruments mentioned, have the emplacment site survved whenever
practical and the location plotted in supporting artillery or mortar
FDCI' s.

4. Interrogation of detainees.

a. Observation: On-the-spot evaluaticn of Infornmtion obtained
from detainees is frequently difficult for interrogators, due to the fact
that the interrogator's kowledge of enemy order of battle is very limited
in many cases. Reliability of information contained in interrogation
reports cannot be judged until such time as the interrogation is terminated
and the interrogator submits his report to the order of battle section for
evaluation.

b. Evaluation: Information must be evaluated during the actual conduct
of the irterrogatiorn L order to determine the reliability of the source
(detainee) and to maintain continuity and control during questioning.
Isaite evaluation also reduces the amount of time required for
proceeasing of the information obtained, thus allowing for mwe timely
dissemination of intelligame which results from processing the Infersation.

c. Reocoemdations An orter of battle specialist rticipate in all
division level interrogations to aid the interrogator in evaluating the
information obtained. The OB specialist's first hand nowledge aid OB
reference material enable his to make pertinent obervatione and cements
as the interrontion progresses, thus making it easier for the interrogator
to detect false Information, a cover story, or other means of deception
which may be employed by the nowee. An OB briefing is presented to the
Lnterrogation section on a weekly basis by members of the order of batt.le
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section. This enables 1nter-, ators to k" abreast of the enemy Mituatlor

arC enemy activities in the 101st AMrborne Division (Airwohile) AO.

5. Obtaining Chieu Hol information.

a. Observation: Information from Chieu :Iol's i. not a-'.-kys acouired
in the most efficient manner.

b. Evaluation: Chieu Hoi's often give Information concerning the
battalion location of memy uinits, instailations and caches during their
interrogation by the brigade IPW team. 'he normal method used durmin
interrogation is map tracking. Experience has shown that information
obtained in this manner is often inaccurate or totally false. Additionally,
valuable time is lost during this tedious -ocoss of converting a "days
march," a stream with a horseshoe bend, etc., ontz the map.

c. Recommendation- Once the Chieu Hoi has given information he should
be asked if he will lead friendly elements to the locations. If he
answers affirmatively, then he should be immediately returned to the
location where he surrendered an be oriented on the ground. An alter-
native method is to fly over the surrender site to see if the Cbieu Hoi
can readily identify pvominent terrain features and then point out the
cited locations. A combination of these two methods of terrain
association resulted in 2 VC KIA, 1 IWt, 1 CSWC, and numerous documents
captured within seven hours from the time of surrender.

C. (C) Operations.

1. Cordon and search operations during the monsoon season.

a. Observation: Conditions created during the monsoon season
facilitate cordon and search operations.

b. Evaluation: During the monsoon season combat operations in the
canopy are significantly curtailed primarily due to the inability to
support such operations with air assets. Therefore, the bulk of maneuver
elements must be diverted to lowland operations. A lucrative type ofoperation which can be executed n the lowlands is the cordon and search.
Ideally, such operations are combined and include ARVN fores and terri-
torial forces. It may be assumed that, during the monsoon, a significant
number of enaM troops will enter the populated areas for numerous reasons.
Furthermore, there will be active proselyting within the populated areas
by infrastructure members. Weather conditions will create situations
favorable to allied operations; intdated areas will restrict and channelize
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ene movement; high water will deny use of otherwi se suitable hiding

places for personnel and caches, thereby forcing the enemy to intermingle

with the populace and to relocete his qpuipment and foodstuffs to protected
areas. Under these circumstances, cordon and search operations can net

favorable results. Such operations must he based upon timely intelligence
and characterized by detailed planning and coordination, madimnu, security,
deceptive implementing measures. surprise and extraordinary detail in
search techniques. All supporting units and agencies must be used to the
optimum (PYSOP teams, MECAP teams, combined intelligence centers, etc.).
Imginative employment of all assets, such as air cavalry, boats, and
combat tracker teams is essential.

c. Recommendation: Increase the number of cordon operations during

the monsoon season.

2. Coordination with QWN forces in cc ined cordon operations.

a. Observation: The success of a cordan operation depends primarily
on the effective coordination between 'the. units involved, especially in
the closing of the cordon at a specific time and specific location.
Experience indicates that regional forces (RF) and popular forces (PF)
can be relied upon to meet the tight time schedule of an effective cordon.
However, paramilitary forces such as popular self defense forces (PSDP)
and national police field forces (NPFF) are not familiar with military
land navigation and therefore are undependable in a combined cordon,

b. Evaluations The prompt arrival of PSDF and NPFF elements at
specific checkpoints is essential to success of a combined cordon.

c. Recommendation: US units conducting the cordon should dispatch
liaison personnel to PSDF and NPFF units on the day preceding the
operation. US liaison personnel should then guide the P F and NPFF
to specific checkpoints.

3. Fire base construction.

a. Observations Fire base sites often include draws and ravines
filled with lops and scrap lumber from previous occupants.

b. Ivaluation: Debris in draws and ravines must he removed, as it
conceals approaching enem .

a. Recommendations That artillery units occupying fire hases dispose
of waste and/or uneerviceable powder charges by igniting them around the
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wo(od debris in driwk and ravines, thus burning them out.

4. Artillery positionIng and fire base construction.

a. Observation: dits are often empltced on fire bases without regard
to the blast and shock resulting from 155m, 17 m and 8" artillery fire.
As a result, terts and hooches are collapsed, and smaller weapons such
as mortars became non-aligned in the course of -.n artillery fire mission.

b. Evaluation: Excessive blast and shuck hinders the effectiveness
of the entire fire base and affects fire ':-lsi morale.

c. Recommndation: Prior to fire bese occupation, infantry and
artillery commanders should plan firo bafw occupation in order to minimize
blast and shock effect/without hinder.ng artillery effectiveness.

5. Xenon light.

a. Observation: Use of the Xenon light (aircraft mounted) on night
reconnaissance operations.

b. Evaluation: The light ship should fly between 300 and 600 feet
at 60 knots with its position lights on steady dim and anti-collision
light off. The first pass of an area should be made with a starlight
scope or infrared light beam. With either of these methods, the light
ship can fly a ground track fairly close to the area to be observed. This
allows the starlight scope operator a closer and better look at the
area,

When using the white light, observation passes should be made
at a 450 arigle to the area. This is necessary because of limited
downward movement of the light. The light can either be held steady
and moved along the groumd at the same speed of the aircraft, or it can
be moved right or left scanning the area.

The Cobra will plan his path of flight according to the gr(und track
of the light ship. If the light ship flies a straight ground track, the
Cobra should fly behind and 200 to 300 feet above the light ship. "S"
turns will usually be needed to maintain his position. If the light
ship must fly a zig-zag gromd track, the Cobra should fly in orbit
around the light ship approximately 200 to 300 feet above it. The Cobra
should fly with a complete light blackout.

%Ihen a target is engaged, the light ship will exchange places with the
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Cobra and orbit the area over which the Cobra is working.

Surprise of the enemy is the biggest asaet. If the target is
personnel, their position must be fired on Lumediately since once the
white light is utilized, your position andi intmrtions become apparent.
Ideally, the eneq is located with the starli it -cops, his position
fixed, and then the white light employed.

Observation of the lightod area by the Cobra is difficult due to
altitude and position from the light. The best observation can be
obtained from the light ship. In orbiting a tarxet while the Cobra is
engaging it, the pilot of the light ship must maintain a steep anple
to provide as much light on the target as possible. This eliminates
shadows that are distracting to the Cobra pilot.

c. Recommendation: Crews must be briefed on the operation so that
there is no doubt A& to the use of the light and its capability. The
light should be installed during the day light hours to insure proper
installation and the ship must be fueled to capacity to allow maximum
time on station.

6. Use of pink teams (olie OH-6A, one AH-lG).

a. Observation: Use of pink teams at night under illumination.

b. Evaluation: The use of pink teams under flares has proved an
effective measure in spotting movement and personnel when units are in
contact.

c. Recommendation: That units use the pink teams with flare ships
in response to night contact missions, weather permitting.

7. ARA (aerial rocket artillery).

a. Observation: Use of ARA when outside of artillery fans.

b. Evaluation: The use of ARA in conjunction with pink teams, when
operating out of the artillery fans, has proved effective because they
carry more armament and allow gunships to remain on station.

c. Recome1dation: Use of ARA with pink teams wticn they are operating
-outside of artillery range.

8. Mounted reaction force in cordon operations.
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a. Observation: The operaton1hl employment of a vehicle mounted
reaction force in a cordon and search mission can reLtly influence
the effectiveness of the line of encirclement (ME.

b. Evuluation: Wien conducting a roft 1ordon (restricted engagement
of infiltrator/exfiltrators), a munted reaction force provides the
mobility and rapid reaction necessary to Lnsauwe an effective OE and
egagement of suspected or confirmed activity. The terrain will dictate
whether a track or wheeled awbile reaction force should be utilized.
This force is employed during the day to guard specified avenues into
or out of the cordoned area. At niht, its miesion becomes an imediate
reaction force to exploit any situation within the immediate area of the
log.

c. Recuidatin: During day.Light , the reaction force should
be deployed at major roads or routes into the cordon area. The force
can monitor and control the traffic and possesses the ability to
apprehend anwone attempting to rush through. As darkness approaches,
the mobile unit should be dispersed around the WE and attached to the
several cmnmnd posts. Here they can be employed either to reinforce
a sector of the WE, or massed together as a unit to deploy as directed
by the overall mission commader.

9. Now McOuire rig.

a. Observation: less than satisfactory performance of the stabo
and standard McGuire rig has been experienced.

b. Evaluation: For emrgency extractions, the Mcuire rig must be
frequently utilized. There are several characteristics of the new McOuire
ri which are standard: (1) ease of entry, (2) comfort, (3) safety, and
(41 simplicity. The new rig, constructed from the standard arvV rappel
seat, is an Improved version of the standard MecGuire rig. It meets the
above standards, with an additional empalis an safety. It is ready made,
and requires no preparation, except the addition of a rope attaching it
to the helicopter.

c* Recmendationt That mite utilize the standard rappel seat as a
McGuire rig since it offers all the essential characteristics of the
standard McGuire rig with improved safety features.

10. Crew-served starlight scopes.

a. Observation: olay mt techniques of crew-served starlight scopes
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can be iaproved.

b. Discussion: The crew-served starlight scope is too heavy and
bulky to be carried an short range reconnaissance pat.rols and RIF
operations. However, its use during the hours of darkness greatly
increases range and the field of vision.

c. Recomndation: Crew-served starligt 5copes should be delivered
to platoons and squads during the late afternoon and used during night
ambushes. They can be picked up by log birds the follwing morning.

11. Firing too high at night.

a. Observation: There is a tendency on the part of the individual
soldier to fire too high at night.

b. Evaluation: Numerous instances have proven that the individual
soldier will fire above his targets at night. Additional training
and emphasis on firing low hat not completely solved this problem.

c. Recmmendations A simple and expedient way of alleviating this
situaticn is to eplace commiations or C-ration carton wire horizontally
in front of each position, lw enough so that #ti the rifle barrel is
raised high enough to teuch it, the fire will be approximately at chest
level.

12. Coaand and control aircraft.

a. Observation: UH-lH cosond and control aircraft have obvious
advantages over UH-IC aircraft.

b. Evaluation: Two Us-iC model maeys; have been designed as the
comand and centrol aircraft for each air cavalry troop, resulting in
four types of aircraft for which supply parts mast be carried in each
troop. Also, the UH-IC does not have the versatility or power for
ergency medevac or other special missions.

c. Recaendationi The two UH-lC Husys should be replaced with
UTH-iH models. This would decrease the number of type aircraft to three.
Additionally, mergency MeGuire extractions, medevac, and other special
missions would be possible for the comand and control aircraft. These
capabilities are essential during operations in deep reconnaissance areas.

D. (U) Organization. None.
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S. () Ira tning.

Critical hortagi of n.-coonai9,An n officers.

a. Observation: Critical short'k-r of non-conm.ioned officers
detracts fro small unit action proficia .cy.

b. Evaluation: A large nimber of small units (fire team and
squad size) &re being led b relatredly In-xperlencd mli ted men in the
grades PFC (E3.) and 34 (L . The experience of t)tese soldiers is not

always sufficient to cope with the raplJ pace of cuat operations and
the normal leadership reepmaibilAtiam necessary to instill and mairtain
proficiency, discipline and welfare. The Sgt (E5) who is a graduate of
the non-commissioned officer candidate school is better prepared to
accomplish these tasks but still cannot pr-ovld the well reounded background

normally associated with more senior non-comissioned officers. An
interim solution to this problem, practiced by a brigade of the division,
is an intensive training program which stresses small unit participation
using the existing chain of command. Special emphasis is placed on
fire and movement and fire and maneuver. Employment of training exercises
in which fire team and squad leaders must control their men develops
confidence and expnriae e in the junior leaders, promotes team spirit,
coordination, and improves combat effectiveness. The senior non-commissionel
officers take an active part in controlling and critiqulng these training
exercises, using their experience as a training vehicle to increase
the responsibility and prestige of the non-connissioned officer corps.
An extension of this internal training program is to assign combat
experienced officers and senior non-comissioned officers as observers
with squad size ambush parties. These observers assume no leadership
role during these activities unless absolutely dictated by the tactical
situation. Following an ambush, the observers conduct a comprehensive
critique of the squad leader, and patrol members with an emphasis on
lessons learned.

c. Recmiendation: That continued emahasis be placed on this type
of training and that non-cmmissioned officers be provided the opportunity

to exercise and demonstrate their capability for leadership by conducting
this type of training.

F. (U) logistice.

1. 50,000 gallon collap'ble fuel tank.

a. Observation: The 50,000 gallon experimental collapsible fuel tank
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was tested at 78 Blate.

b. Evaluationi The tank provide, more cApacity, reorired les-% roon,
and held up wmll under combat conditions.

c. Recoeridationi That the 5C,000 gOliov ntorave tank b ued at

large base camps where damage fro enemy 'ire Is negliible.

2. Signal repair parts.

a. Observation: 3ip&l~ repair part9 are in short supply.

b. Evalu&tiont As the rice denial and ,pT-Vlation security missions
increased, additional reauirements for cougmnisatims developed. Radios
deadlined averaged 2D days in repair with a s-botLantial portion havinp
to be evacuated beyond DS level with a resultant increase in waiting
time for repair parts. Although the supply of parts became more readily
available during the second half of this reparting period, a problem
still existJ.

c. konendation: That ma~xmum attention be directed toward
expediting the availability of sigal repair parts.

3. txpneion of pr.-poeitioned stocks.

a. Observation: Turbine engines account or only 6% of total
nc-operational repai supply (NORS).

b. vluation: Pre-positioned turbine engine stocks, authorized
by the OJOC for stock at direct support tit level within the battalion,
improved supply eftectiveness. Several mjor cmponente such as transmissions
and tailbooms, because of size and shipping tims, have been one of the
problems causing high MORS rates.

c. Reconvendation: That a study be made on depot stocks, order to
ship time, and theater requirmnts as to feasibility of expanding the
pro-positimed stocks at DSU.

4. Reduced shipping time.

a. Observation: A -iedicated transport aircraft reduced shipping
tims on repair parts.

b. Evaluation: Experience with both dedicated air transport
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and space required air transport has eitatlished that it takes from

two to four days shipping time for space ,erouired coared to one

day for dedicated transport.

c. Recommendation: That air tan.ortati.an be scheduled for repair

parts to high deand areas that do not -- herwlse have high density cario

flights.

5. Basic load for infantry battalions and the supporting medical

company.

a. Observation: Durinz Oneratlon LAK$R PLAIN the infantry battalions
that were in combat did not bring medicr-l supplies with them.

b. Evaluation: As a result of the above observation, all medical
supplies had to be provided to them for their initial stockmge. This
depleted the wedical company's fifteear day 9tockage load, resulting in
a low level of on-hand madicdl supplies.

c. Recommendation: Infantry battalions should carry their medical
supplies if at all feasible, or the supporting medical company muast increase
its basic load to insure having an hand a minimum 15 day stockge load of
medical supplies.

G. (C) Comnimications.

1. lng range FM communications.

a. Observationt IAkring operations in Ouang Tri Province, distances
between stations in the division FM comnd net exceeded 60a. In an
attempt to establish direct caoamications, two different log periodic
antennas werm tested.

b. 3valuaticni Antenna AS-2169 is in the Army inventcry and available

to the division. During tests it was found that it could not provide
reliable cominications over extended distances. Also, its weight and
construction preclude its being vertically polarized. (Vertical polarizatIcr
normally gives greater range). Antenna AS-2236 is a Marine Cor-ps antenna
that is not presently available to the division. In tests it provided more
reliable comications over long ranges. It can be vetic ally polarized
with little diff-iculty.

c. Recouwndation: That antenna AS..2236 be procured for use in the
division.
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. HF radio communict.tions with Ion, r p ,atrols.

a. Observation: During operation- i: t piedmant and mountain sectors
of the area of operations, long ran gt pat xls iave been unable to !omnmnicate
with F14 or AM radio.

b. Evaluation: The terrain in tht-se ar:*s precludes the ule
without airborne retransmiision. 4F AY -adic , A,PR-7, would p -
reliable comunications via CW if the radio wag properly sited, ust a
properly loaded and cut arntwnna, and w ts ofra, y v trained personnel.
Com.mnications personnel ware instruc-,o' on sItini, the radio .rnd on
loading and cutting antennae. After this Jnstruction, long range patrols
were able to commnicate from their normal areas of opei-ation, but were
still hampered by shortages of trr.ined (N operators.

c. Recommendation: That comnincations training, to include basic
CW, be integrated into the long range patrol training program cn a continuing
basis. Emphasis must be placed on assigning qualified CW operators, 05B,
to ranger units.

3. BA-4386 battery.

a. Observation: The new "long life" PRH-25 battery, BA-4386, has
not demonstrated the life expectancy that was anticipated.

b. Evaluatior: The battery appears to be more susceptible to adverse
climatic conditions and deteriorates more rapidly than its predecessor
during long periods of storage. Using units have reported batteries
freshly unpacked containing insufficient power to operate radios. This
situation may be reduced somewhat by storing the batteries for as short
a period of time as practical and careful selection of storape areas.

c. Recommendation: All units using the new PRC-25 battery be
continually aware of this problem until it is rectified. An ErR has
been submitted through appropriate channels addressing the problem.

H. (U) Material.

01 parts.

a. Ubservatkont OX wheel cylinders and carburetors which have been
repaired have a high rate of failure. When DX parts are replaced with
new parts, failure is reduced.
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b. Evaluation* DX parts have been rebuilt an excessive number of
times.

c. Recommendation: 3X items should he replaced with new parts until

the older, excessively rebuilt part,' are removed from the !ystem.

1. (U) Other.

1. (U) Maintenance.

a.. Maintenance time saving.

(1) Observation: Maintenance time can be saved when char.gin UH-lH
main transmissions.

(2) Evaluation: When the main transmission on a LT4-iH series aircraft
must be changed, with no other components requiring chanse, maintenance time
can be saved by discoraiecting the swashplate support from the main transmission
and pulling the head stabilizer bar, swashplate and mast as a unit. This
unit is readily installed on the new transmission.

(3) Recommendation: That this method be included in maintenance
newsletters. The method has been included in unit newsletters and a
DA Form 2028 (Recommended changes to DA publications) has been submitted.

b. Maintenance of machetes and chain saws in the field.

(1) Observation: Machetes are essential to infantry operations in
the mountainous part of our AO. Chain saws are essential to LZ cutting
operations. These tools quickly become dulled with use, and issued whet
stones are inadequate for sharpening them.

(2) Evaluation: An adequate method of maintaining these essential
tools in the field must be found.

(3) Recommndation: One flat file and one rat-tail file should be
issued to each rifle platoon.

2. (U) Egineer.

a. Use of demolitions to assist earthmoving.

(1) Observation: Fire bases often must be constructed on steep-
sided, narrow ridges and hilltops. To provide fire pads that are large
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enough to accommodate artillery battarie5, it has been necessary to lower
hills as much as 20 to 25 feet.

(2) Svaluationi Shaped charges and cratertng charges have been highly
effective in minimizing the amount of illdo -r effort required to lower
hilltops. After the trees and underprowth are roughly cleared by nor 1
demolition and chain saw operations, one or more rows (depending on width
of hill) of shaped charges are placed and detonated as shown in fign-e 1.
Cratering charges are then placed in the resultant holes and detonated.
Afterwards, it is relatively easy for a light, airmobile bulldozer to
push the debris over the side of the hill. This procedure is repeated
as many times as necessary to lower the hill to the desired Aegree. Ea-!
successive shot will lower the hill eight to ten feet and will require
additional rows of demolitions as the hill gets wider.

(3) Recomendation: Consider the use of shaped and cratering charges
to expedite earthwork on fire bases.

b. Use of demolitions to clear underbrush.

(1) Observation- When fire bases or landing zones are constructed
in areas with heavy undergrowth, a great amount of effort ard time is
expended in land clearing to place demolition charges and employ chain
saws. Additionally, it is difficult to secure work parties in such are&s.

(2) Evaluation: Such undergrowth, including trees up to three
inches in diameter, can be quickly and easily cleared using bangalore
torpedoes or shaped charges. This greatly reduces the total time
required to construct a landing zone in heavily vegetated areas.

(3) Recommendations When time is a major consideration in the clearing
of a double or triple canopy area, consider the expenditure of extra
demolitions in the form of bangalore torpedoes or shaped charges to
exedite the job.

c. Increasing outiut from light airmobile bulldozers in heavy underp-owth.

(1) Observation, A D5A airowbile bulldozer was utilized to cut a
road through heavy triple canopy jungle. The larg3 trees were generally
avoided, or were taken out by deolitions. However, the undergrowth was
so thick that prbgress was less than fifty meters per day when th-e dozer
was unassisted.

(2) Evaluatin: The following methods were utilized to simplify the
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bulldozer's work. Two bangalore torpedoir were detonated parallel
to each other, eight feet apart, along the proposed road trace. The
bulldozer could work along the resultant path at a rate approximteJy
four times that through virgin grawth. Additionally, at the end of the
day a "drum drop" (drum of POL dropped and ignited from a CH-47) was
employed along the next day's work tracoo This method of clearing
compared favorably with itilizing bangalore torpedoes. Bulldozer
efficiency was greatly increased.

(3) Recommendation: Clear heavy ondergrowth by utilizing demolitions
or by burning prior to employing light engineer equipment in jungle
terrain. This technique should produce similar results for larger
bulldozers such as a M7E.

d. Desirability of electrical blastLig caps fcr LZ and fire
base construction.

(1) Observation: On a landing zone or fire base mission, speed and
safety are equally important. Absolute control over demolition firing is
extremely desirable. When possible, electric caps should be utilized to
achieve control.

(2) Evaluation: One of the most significant reasons for using only
electric blasting caps concerns helicopters. On a new fire base especially,
numerous helicopters frequent the job sites. It is quit' pcssible for an
aviator not to establish radio contact with the element an the ground and to
fail to notie red smgke, warning of an explosion. Such a situation could
easily lead to disaster if it developed in the minute or so after the man-
in-charge on the ground had ignited a time fuse. On the other hand, with
electrical firing, positive control of the detonation is assured At all
times. Additionally, an electrical misfire can be cleared immediately.
By contrast, to clear a non-electrical misfire requires a delay of at
least one-half hour and even then it is extremely hazardous.

(3) Reconnadation: Utilize electric blasting caps whenever possible

on landing zone and fire base missions.

3. (C) Chemical.

a. Flame drops.

(1) Observationt In many operations, where the standard 15 barrel
flame drop from a CH-47 aircraft is required, such as clearing fields
of fire or denying enewr access to terrain, the areas to be burned will
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themselves support combustion. In t hm ct CA3s P25 gallons of napalm
(e.g., 15x55 gallon drums), although uuite effective in igniting the
combustible material can also be excessive.

(2) Evaluation: Flame drops can be ccndc~vted using a U4-lH aircraft
when the number of drums used is reduced to two. Such "mini-drops" of
napalm do not give the large area coveraye of the standard flame drop,
but when the requirement is merely to i'nite combustible terrain, they
can be equally effective and much mcre effiicient in terms of fuel expended
per unit area and conservation of he1i(,ptsir 'blade time."

(3) Recommendation: In conducting land c-learing operations through
the use of flame, consideration should be given to the feasibility of
using two-barrel drops with UH-I. aircraft.

b. Burning elephant grass.

(1) Observation: Iven during the dry season of the year, standing or
freshly cut elephant grass is almost impossible to burn.

(2) Evaluation: Standing or freshly cut elephant grass can be burned
only with the expenditure of a large amount of fuel such as diesel. However,
this method of burning is undesirable because it only partially consumes
the grass, leaving the tough stalks standing, and leaving a fine black
dust throughout the area. If the grass is cut and allowed to dry for
approximately two days it can be readily burned. Burning after drying
does not require an external fuel and the stalks are almost entirely
consumed.

(3) Recommendation: A successful method of clearing elephant grass
is to cut the grass and to burn it after several day's drying time.

/

c. Burning of underbrush.

(1) Observation: The materiel and equipment required for effective
underbrush burning is not available at the unit level.

(2) Evaluation: The burning of underbrush with diesel fuel was effective,
but the logistical requirements strained the unit's supply system. There was
not adequate equipment, personnel, or materiel available at the brigade
level. Diesel ptmps with hoses were obtained from many varied sources
and a method of resupply by 500 gallon collapsible drums was provided. This
improved the situation but there was considerable difficulty when the equipment
was transferred between units. New crews had to be organized and trained and
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resupply procedures reestablished.

(3) Recommendation: That a central pool of equipment be provided within
the division chemical organization. This ecuipment would be loaned to units
with a technical representative familiar with the equipment operation and a
complete understanding of the procedures required for logistical support.
In essence, the unit would provide the manpcfer and division chemical would
provide the equipment, technical knowledge and supervision.

4. (U) Psychological operations.

a. Aerial versus ground loudspeaker broadcasts.

(1) Observation: Aerial loudspeakers targeted against a populated area
do not seem to be as effective as a ground speaker team broadcasting from
inside the hamlet.

(2) Evaluation: Aerial loudspeaker teams are not as audible and
understandable as groundspeaker team. Croundspeaker teams also offer
the advantage of personal contact with the people and can be used in
the distribution of leaflet handouts.

(3) Recmindation: That groundspeaker teams be used to a greater extent.

5. (U) Medical.

Fire base sanitation.

(1) Observation: Fire bases attract rate. The wooden "rat box"
poison container, effective in rat control in the past, is no longer
available.

(2) Evaluations A field expedient rat trap must be devised.

(3) Recaendationv Use of 81m mortar illumination canisters with
poison in one end as expedient rattraps. These canisters acemodate
most rate but are too small for larger animals to enter.
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DA, Huadquarters, XXIV Corps, A1t :F 96iU8 b, .. I:.

TO: Comuanding General, United jtatcs Army, Vittnam, AP) bF 96375

1. (U) The Operational Report - LesLonc; Learned of the lOlit Airt-orne dvis-

ion (AM) has becn reviewed at 11Q, XIV Corps and is forwarded in accordance
with AR 525-15.

2. (C) Subject to the comments below, this huadquarters concurs with the
report.

a. Reference item concerning teclniques of engaging zensor targets,

section II, para B 2, page 52. Concur. Each sensor string should be con-
sidered on an individual basis, with kill zones planned according to terrain

~and availability of artillery. 'eultiple kill zones should be euLplayed to

cover all escape routes and provide for alternate targets in the event of a
delay in artillery response.

b. Reference item concerning interrogation of detainees, section II,
para B 4, page 53. There is a recognized problem in keeping interrogators
appraised of the latest OB holdings. Having OB specialists at interroga-
tion sessions is the least desirable method of interrogation. A training
program, planning, and specific EEl should prepare interrogators in con-

ducting interrogations.

c. Reference item AS 2236 Antenna, section II, para G 1, page 62. Con-
cur with the requirement for an antenna with the same characteristics. An

ESURE request has been initiated by HQ, USARV for the Log Periodic Antenna.

d. Reference item concerning maintenance time saving, section I, para

I la, page 64. Concur with the commander's comments. However, this proce-
dure has not been approved by DA. The procedure is acceptable, however,

close inspection of the stabilizer bar, main rotor head, dampener arms,
scissor and sleeve assembly, and swash plate is required to insure all bear-

ings are serviceable. I
FOR ThE COMMANDER:

DOWNIGE AT 3 WAR WUALS;

70 MLASSNO MM 12 1M
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hiALUtR1hiL,, UNiTUL) 6''ATEi AhEY, ViLM'hAM, APO San Francisco 9bYi]

TO: Conmainder in Chief, United states Ar y, Pacific, ATN: GPUI-I;f,
APO 9o558

1. (U) This headquarters ha: reviewed the Operational heport,-Lessonb
Learned for the quarterly period endin. 5) October 11o9 from Headqurters,
101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) and couanentu of indorsing headquarters.

2. (C) Comments follow:

a. (C) Reference item concerning "AN/PSR-1 Anti-intrusion device",
section Ii, page 52, paragraph Bi; concur. However, dissemination of
this information to other headquarters is not considered desirable since
the AN/PSR-1 is a non-standard, one time issued item and not availale
to other units.

b.. (C) Reference item concerning "Radar (Pk series) and Starlight
Scope", section II, page 53, paragraph 83; concur. This procedure for
determining the precise target location is the same procedure for deter-
mining target location most normally used by the artillery/mortar for-
ward observer and the fire direction center.

c. (C) Reference item concerning "Interrogation of Detainees",
section I, page 53, paragraph B4; concur. OB specialists can provide
invaluable information and assistance during interrogations. This head-
quarters has successfully utilized the expertise of Ob specialists to
evaluate the reliability of information obtained during interrogations.
The immediate evaluation and processing of the information has resulted
in the timely dissemination and effective utilization of intelligence.

d. (C) Reference item concerning "Cordon Operations During the
Monsoon Season", section II, page 54, paragraph Cl; concur. During the
monsoon season combat operations are difficult to conduct in the mountains
and canopy areas, primarily due to the inability to support such oper-
ations with air assets. Additionally, during the monsoon season enemy
troops are forced to move into the populated areas for shelter and food.
Therefore, to restrict the enemy from intermingling with the friendly
populace cordon and search operations must be increased during the monsoon
season.

e. (C) Reference item concerning "Coordination with GVN Forces in
Combined Cordon Operations", section I, page 55, paragraph C2; concur.
Timely execution of combined operations is essential for the success of

7/
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thi- type operation. 1'rior to the execution of a (o: ,L.xie, . (,i.;r-
ation coordination and exchanige of liaison personnel must bu m;ae iet'eti,
US and GVN units.

f. (C) neference itew cvncernaii ",rew-serve, Ltarlittht Jcoupt-" ,
section 11, page 5.3, paragraph CIO; concur. l'ie weight, size and cvt-
figuration of the Crew-served starlight scope make it undesirable to Le
carried by infantrymen during extensive daylight operations. Therefore

unit SOPs have been developed for delivery and pickuj of the crew-. trvt:
starlight scope. Special attention has been given to the hanciine auu
maintenance of this equipment.

g. (U) Reference item concerning "Conmanl and Control Aircraft',
page 59, paragraph C12; concur. USARV Aviation is preparing4 a mussa ,v to

the 101st Abn Div stating that these UH-1C aircraft can be exchangea for

UH-IH aircraft on a one for one basis.

h. (U) Reference item concerning "50,000 gallon collapsible fuel
tank", page 60, paragraph FI; nonconcur. Base camps and similar facili-
ties should make maximum use of permanent or semi-permanent installed

taaks in lieu of TOE authorized collapsible tankage. Ideal for such
use are 250, 500 or 1,000 barrel steel bolted tanks, all of which can
be erected by troop labor. Collapsible tanks are designed for use when
a fuel storage system must be erected in a short amount of time on a

temporary basis. They are designed so that, when a requirement is com-
pleted, they can be recovered and moved to a new location. This require-
ment should not exist at a base camp.

i. (U) Reference item concerning "Signal repair parts are in short

supply", section II, page ol, paragraph F2; nonconcur. Information re-
ceived from 801st L haintenance Battalion, DSU of the 101st Abn Division
has revealed that 75% of all radios turned in for repair are either re-

paired and returned to the user or evacuated to GS level within 5-7 Uays
of receipt of the end item. No significant shortage of Signal repair
parts has been or is now being experienced. Some difficulty is being
experienced in the prompt repair of RT-841 units for the AN/?RC-77, ani
RT-505 units for the AN/PRC-25. This headquarters will coordinate with
Ist Log Comd/USAECCIM Customer Assistance Office in an effort to resolve

the problems encountered.

J. (U) Reference item concerning "t.xpansion of Pre-positioned Stcks",
page 61, paragraph F3; concur. All Aviation Intensive i-anaged Items (A.,l),

excluding engines, are considered for Direct Support Supply Activity (DSSA)
stockage. .hen sufficient assets are not available for DSSA stockage, they
are then held at depot level in order to satisfy Required Delivery ates
(RDD) and inquipment Deadlined for Farts (LDP) Requisitions.

74.
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k. (U) Reference item conceraing "Reduced sLipping time", pa4e ul,
paragraph F4; noncor ir. The MACV Common bervice Airlift 3ystem has insuf-
ficient assets to provide units with dedicated airlift on a continued basis.
Order and ship time of 'wo to four days is not inadequate for a priority of
one (I). Accurate demand accounting and timely suumission of requests for
repair parts should allow mcst repair parts to be available when needed.
In exceptional cases where emergency repair parts are necessary, a Special
Mission Airlift hequest (sMA1) or Combat hseential (Ch) mission may be
requested IAW MACV Directive 55-4.

1. (U) Reference item concerning "basic load for infantry uattaionts
and supporting medical company", section ii, page 62, paragraph F5; concur.
However, the problem should be resolved by the division by prescribing
within their Administrative Order adequate supply levels for medical platoons
and medical companies. These medical platoons of combat battalions should
bm directed to carry sufficient medical supplies with them to perform their
medical mission. Informal supply procedures are adequate to resuppiy the
medical platoons and the medical companies on a daily Uasis during combat
operations.

m. (U) Reference item concerning "Long range FM communications",
section I, page 62, paragraph Gi; concur. USARV obtained thirty anteanas,
AS-2236, from redeployed US Marine units and allocated them to )MIV Corps.
The 101 st Abn Div, under the Ensure Program has requested 25 of these
anterunas. DA has not yet approved the Ensure request. USA.COM will test
seven of the improved version of the AS-2236 in RVN during March 1970.

n. (U) Reference item concerning "DX Parts", page 63, paragraph H;
nonconcur. The maintenance concept of providing DX support by repairing
recoverable or reclaimable and returning them to the supply system has
greatly reduced repair parts cost and has provtn effective. It ir not
considered practical of economical to change the existing system due to
sporadic difficulties encountered in isolated repair operations. Customer
units are responsible for bringing unsuitable supply and mintenace rup-
port or service to the immediate attention of tneir support unit commander.
It is the duty of the support unit comander to insure that customer units
are constantly provided adequate, reliable, and timely DX slioport either
through the repair and issueiof new aiwerable items or the acquisition
and issue of new items, as so dictated by his organic capability. Prcblems
of this nature are usually resolved at customer unit-DSiGSU levels.

o. (U) Reference item concerning "Maintenance Time Saving", page

64, paragraph 11: Concur with the action taken to recommend the change to
the proponent agency. However, this method of changing a UH-1H main trans-
mission should not be published until the proposed change is adopted for

7 3
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publication in the appropriate technical manual.

p. (U) Reference item concerning "Maintenance of machetes anc
chak* saws in the field", section ii, page b4, paragraph 1 Ib; concur.
Files may be requisitioned as an expendable item.

q. (U) Reference item concerning "Desirability of electrical
blasting caps for LZ and fire base construction", section II, page 66,
paragraph I 2d; concur. Particular caution should be exercised when
using electric blasting caps to prevent initiation of the firing chain
by radio energy.

r. (U) Reference item concerning "Aerial versus ground loud-
speaker bovadcasts", section I, page 68, paragraph I 4a, concur.
Whenever the tactical situation permit, ground mounted speakers should
be used. However, when the enemy is in the area in force, ground
mounted speakers are vuinerable to small arms fire and its presence
presents a vulnerable and easily identifiable target. Guidelines for
the use of loudspeakers is contained in existing field manuals and
directives.

s. (U) Reference item concerning "Fire base sanitation", section
I, page 68, paragraph 15; concur. However, primary rodent control at
fire support bases and elsewhere will be by proper disposal of garbage
and other organic wastes that serve as attractants for rodents (USARV
Regulation 40-32).

FOR THE COMMANDR:

7 D. tURRAY¥

CPT, 
A.7~yfion:

101st ABN DIV (AM) Assi-tcnt Adjv--; -

1UIV CORPS
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liq, US A-LLy, Pacific, APO San Francisco 90558 0 FFp "'-'

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Forct- Developmentb Uc!partment of the
Army, 'ashington, D. Co 20310

This headquarters concurs in subject report as indorsed.

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

CPT, AGC
A~t AG
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31 October 1969, FAM CSFR-65 (R2 Ui)

1. (C) Significant Operations.

a. During the reporting period, a major portion of the divieion's
assets were placed in support of US/WN Joint operations in order to
leek out and destroy VC/WVA forces, to interdict army base areas and
infiltration routes; to detect, capture or de:troy local Viet Conp
infrastructure and their sympathizers; disrupt the routes of supply
from the rice producing lowlands and poplation centers to mointain
base cams; and support the Thus Thien Province Accelerated Pacification
Program. With the advent of the monsoon eaeson and the increased
difficulties of resupplying maneuver bAt-,lions in the mountainous
reeions of the division area of operations, a si;7iificant redirection
of combat operations to joint US/GVN efforts was Initiated to create
a prevailing atmosphere of security and to permit a maximum effort on
envirnmental improvement programs. . -. Te) 6lemeits of the division
continumd to operate in the mountainous regions as part of this plan,
increased emphasis has been placed on joint US/CVN operations in the
lowlands of Thua Thbie Province.

b. Throughout the reporting period the 2d Battalion (Airmobile),
327th Infantry has continued operations in Phu Loc District in conjunction
with regional and popular forces, concentrating their efforts in the
populated hrea along QL-l from Troul River Bridge (YD967063) to the
Nuoc Ngot River Bridge (Z3152011). The battalion conducted joint local
patrols and area ambushes to interdict nemy efforts to infiltrate and
ha-ass the civilian population and contiiued a training program for
regional and popular force unite. Tn addition, the battalion courAM
post, collocated with the Phu Loc District headquarters, forms the
nucleus of a joint U./GVN operations center for the area.

c. As a result of the sucress experienced in the establiahmemt of
a Joint S/WN operations center in Phu Loc District, the decision
was made to collocate another battalion-3d Battalion (Airmobile),
187th Infantry--at Phong Dien District. This move facilitated increased
unity f command and effort, reduced reaction time to ertemy initiated
activities and resulted in greater mutual understanding and respect
am ng iS/GVN forces, and the civilian population.

d. The 3d Battalion (Airmobile), 187th Infantry began operations in
the lowlands of southern Phong Dion District on 6 October to deny the
enemy access to the district's resources end population. The battalion
conducted niltiple squad size nigbt ambushes and local patrols in
coordination with regional and popular force units astride infiltration routes
into the Phong Dien populated areas. In addition to the combined
operationa, the battalion conducted a deliberate planned training program

ncl I DCWM6ADD 13 UR M"
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for the district forces.

e. On 5 October, the lst Battalion (Airmobile), 327th Infantry
joined with Thua Thien Sector fornes in the initiatimn of Operation

ATURATE. Working in close conJ uctiul'. with Thua Thien regional and
popular force unite, national police 1le. forcen, and ARVN (54th
Infantry Regiment) forces, the battalion conducted detailed search,
local patrol, and ambush operations tn ncutralize local Viet Con
infrastructure and Viet Cong forces in Phu Thu District. Since then,
the let Battalion (Airmobile), 327th Infantry has made sipnificant
inroads into both the locl infraetractur,; &nd the "commter uerrilas"I
active against the city cf Hue. In acdition, the battalion with the
aid of one platoon of the 326th Engineer Battalion, was tasked to
increase security measures (destruction of bunkers and fortifications
and the construction of secrity posts and conmuications routes)
within the ditrict.

2. (C) Combined Oampaign Objectives Plan.

a. Fl!: ,4ing a detailed analysis of the tactical situation in the
10lst A,rbo.na Dilvieion (Airmobile) area of operation, planning was
initi tvl for a new combined !JS/VN effort to further strengthen the
pacific.iomn &nd development program within Thua Thien Province. The
Cobined tapqign Objectives Plan was formulated to accomplish this
task throug making the resources and Assets of the 101st Airborne
Division (Airmobile) available at province and district level in
a resourceful and responsive manner in order to intensify and
accelerate the total Government of Vietnam effort.

b. The objectives of this plan are to establish a coordinated system
of territorial security; increase the level of hamlet security and
development; development of a dependable and responsive cimications
system; denial of resources to the enemy; and assistance in coordination.

c. To establish a coordinated system of territorial security,
popular forces, after intensive training with 101st Airborne Division
(Airmobile) units, will replace regional force elements currently
occupying static security positions. Such action will permit regional
forces to became more mobile and will take greater advantage of their
inhernt comiand and control capabilities, which the popular force
platoons do not possess. A training program for people's self defense
forces (PDlF) is also being developed for the entire province. The
3d Battalion (Airmobil), 197th Infantry and the 2d Battalim (Airmobile),
327th Infantry have trained several hundred PMF personnel with excellent
results.
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d. To increase the level of hamlet security and development

it is planned that a ccany of the l3.st Airborne Division (Airmobile)

will be committed to the geeral vicinity of the targeted hamlet. The

company CP will be collocated with a regional force group or regional

force company to facilitate combined planning and control of the

internal defense system and the overa-l. nperaticn. A 101st Airborne

Division (Airmobile) platoon will be t for combined internal

defense operations with the regional forces, national police field
forces, popular forces and PSD? as they became available. The company (-)
will continue patrol and ambush operations outside the target hamlet

in addition to training the GVN forces. US involvement will be gradually
reduced as regional forces increase in proficiency and as popular

forces and P3DF become available and are trained.

e. To achieve a dependable system of commmications from hamlet
to village, to district and thici to sezor a mystm will be developed,
utilizing existing VN commnications resources, that provides an effective
means for personnel within a hamlet to give sufficient warning to the

hamlet or village chief with the radio so that district may be informed
timely and can quickly respond. Once district is notified of enemy
activity, the district chief has the capability to react with forces

available or request forces from sector. Additional troops and assets
may be obtained from US forces if required; requests for division assets
are facilitated by an established, comprehensive liaison system with a

liaison team and dedicated comications at each district headquarters.
Continued positive reaction to requests for assistance will foster
confidence within the people as well as produce beneficial returns
in other areas. Our efforts in regard to a system of cmicaticns
will be primarily in the area of assistance in the education and indoctrination
of the people to utilize their existing resources.

f. To deny resources to the eneuV, 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile)

forces will provide direct military assistance in the form of inter-
diction operations along eney supply routes into the populated areas,
saturation patrols, ambushes, rice harvest security, airmobile
operations with sector and police forces, establishment of checkpoints
to control movement, enforcement of curfews, and civic action. One
significant innovation, now in the planning stage will be the conduct
of airmobile roving'checkpoints. This concept envisions a combined
US/GVN checkpoint/resources denial team aboard helicopters that land
in selected areas to intermittently check traffic on waterways, roads
and trails and to check harvesters and other field laborers for proper
identification.

g. The 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) will continue the
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upgrading of regional and popular forces to perform this task, thereby
directly enhancing sector's long term resources denial capability.

h. Asaistance in coordination will be accomplished by the establishment
of a informal coordination ccunittee composed of the Commanding Generals,
ist ARVN Division and 1lst Airborne Division (Airmobile), the Thua Thien
Province Chief, and the Senior Advisor, CORDS. The purpose of this
committee will be to insure that the efforts and resources of the 1st
ARVN Division, Thua Thien Province and the 101st Airborne Division
(Airmobile) are oriented on the same objectives and goals. The area
coordination committee will meet periodically and act as the focal
point for Joint plsnning and coordination of all available assets in
support of pacification and development programs. Under this plan,
province will continue to develop and maintain full control over the
implementation of the pacification and development plan for Thua Thien
Province. The area coordination comnittee will coordinate and recommend
ways and methods to assist in implementing specific portions of the
plan, and will insure meaningful assistance by all cooperating parties
by establishing priorities written or agreed upon scheme for the
allocation of tasks.
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Inclofure 2 (Task Organisation) to Operptlonal Report - Lessons Learned,
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FCS CSYM-65 (R2) (U)

(C) lot Bale, 101 Abn !hv (Ant.) 2,1 F-de. Wl Ahn %v (&&I)

HHC 15t Bae H!E 2d Bde
1-327 TYn I-'1 Inf
2-327 Inf 2-9C1 Inf
2-502 Inf I- C) Inf
2-320 Arty (-) (rS) 3-.I 7 Inf
A/326 Engr (M) i1 rty (MS)

A/326 Med FSE
B/801 Maint P/D26 Mwi
Fwd Spt PlAt/A/426 S&S C/4'- Mart
1/265 RRC F'.t 4,t Plat/A/426 So$
FST/A/501 Sig Z/265 *C
TACP 20 TASS 2/i F Co
42 Inf Plat (Set Dog) -7 Inf Plat (Set Dog)
557 Inf Plat (Cbt Tracker) .- Ci M Det
Team 101 MI Dot FST/A/501 Sig
3d Bde, 101 Abn Div (AMl) TACP 20 TASS

25 PI Dot
H1 3d Bde Cbt Weather Team 2/OL6-5 (Att)
1-506 Inf
2-506 Inf Iv Ar
2-319 Arty (DS)
B/326 Mngr (US) ,HM.C Div Arty
FSSE 2-11 Arty
C/326 Med 4-77 Arty
D/901 Maint 268 Trjis Dot
Fwd Spt Plat/A/426 M 331 Trans et

3/265 RRC 388 Trans Dot
3/101 MP Co A/377 Arty (Avn)
58 Inf Plat (Set Dog) 650 Trans Det
Team I01 M! Det 266 FA Det (Radar)
?Mr/A/5o1 Sig
TACP 2D TASS Div Troops
25 PI Det
Cbt Weather Team 3/01A-5 (Att) HHC 101 Abn Div (Ambl)

2-17 Cav (-)
1 AMnC L Co 75T nf (Ranger)

332 Trans Det
IOE 101 Avn Gp 333 Trans Det

101 AHB 507 Trans bet
499 Trans Dot 326 lgr E (-)
510 Trans Dot 501 Sig Bn (-)
516 Trans Det 101 MP Co(-)
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CONFRDENTIAL

Inclomare 2 (Task Organization) to Operational Report - Less s Learned,
101st Airborne Divisim (Airmobile) for Period Endinr 31 October 1969,

t CS3P.-65 (R2) (U)

101 kvn Gn Div Troops

527 Trans Dot 265 RC (-)
158 AMB i0 Cml Plat

159 Trans Dot 20 Cml Plat
168 Trans Dot 2 Mil Hist Dot
273 Trans Dot Doet 16, Sub Unit 1, lst ANGLMO (U!')
169 Trans Dot 101 mK Det (-)

159 ASHB L1 Post. Exchange Dot
625 Trans Dot Operation Location 6
327 Trans Bet 5th Weather Dt (-) (USAF) (Att)
649 Trans Dot 20 T= (USAF)
478 Avn Co (-)
382 Trans Dot n-JZO0m

163 Avn Co
530 Trans Dot *C And and

359 Avn Spt bet 101 h.dmin to
5 Trans On (Aeft Maint)

Task Force 3-506 Ia 326 Mod en (-)
(OPCON I FFV Pban 1iet) 426 SM Bn(-)

D/2-320 Arty (MS) scoP (-) 501 Sig w
Plat/Hq/326 Egr

CONFIDENTIAL
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